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PREFACE 
I wish to express my gratitude to all those who have been helpful 
to me in the execution of my task. To the librarians of ~oston University 
School of Education my best thanks are due for having thrown open to me 
their help and the treasures of the University Library without the smallest 
restriction or reserve. 
To Dr. Roy 0. ~illett of ~oston University, my best thanks are due for 
his kindness, cooperation and the honor which he bestowed on me by acceptin 
without any hesitation, to be my second reader. 
Dr. William H. Cartwright of ~oston University will perha~s not 
disdain to look upon the dedication of this thesis as a trifling 
acknowledgement of a heavy debt of gratitude due to a teacher and a friend. 
The obligations under which he has :p1aced me can never be forgotten. 
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IlJTRODUCTIO:t-T 
In teaching this unit one must know what it is about~ how it is 
organized, and the terminology included in its organization. Thus the 
first suggestion which the writer :proposes \<rould be to meke sure ivhat is 
meP..nt by a unit organha.tion, and secondly that the unit assignment be 
mastered by the teacher. The latter suggestion is the responsibility of 
the teacher himself; but as to the unit itself, .the author deems it 
necessary to acquaint the teacher with the terminology used in this unit. 
1. The Unit: Since the entire unit organization has been based upon 
the book Fundamentals .2! Secondary School Teaching by Roy o. Billett, 
the author quotes :Billett's definition of unit as hie model. 
The learning unit should be regarded as a change in the 
pupil. That is, two sequences are recognized in each course: 
first, a sequence of recognizable advances to be made by the 
pu~ils in . certain concepts, skills, ideals, attitudes, end 
appreciations; second, a sequence of activities by means of 
which these elements of eoucation growth are to be achieved.l 
It represents the teacher 1a goe.l stated in terms of a 
desirable change to be made in the pu~il in concept or skill, 
and hence in resultant ideal, attitude, or appreciation.2 
Education is grcwth; it is change which takes pla~e in the individual that 
makes him more educated. The unit aims at the achievement of that chenge, 
the unit i teelf being the best educattonal method existing ths,t \'Jill bring 
about that chenge. 
1 . 
Roy 0. :Billett., Fundamentals of Secondary School Tes..chtng, Beeton, 
Houghton Mifflin, 1940, P. 46Li. 
2~. P. 505. 
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Billett divides his unit into unit of learning and unit or work, 
the former being goals set forth by the teacher, in terms of educative 
goals, the latter is in terms of acth•i ties needed e.nd capable of 
achieving that eduoati ve growth .. 
2. Delimitation of the unit: As Billett puts it: 
The delimitation of the unit is a statement of the lesser 
les,rning products which are components o:f the unit and which 
are to be made the direct object of instruction in a given 
class of a given grade level ' in a given situation within a 
given time allotment.l 
These lesser learntng products or objectives are stated in complete 
declarative sentences. They ere meant for the teacher's own use; they 
are not to be given to the pupils. 
3. Incidental and indirect learning products: Indirect learning 
products are ideals" tendencies to behavior. They are the result of 
direct learning produC'!ttl while· incidental learning products are skills 
and concepts. They are of the same nature as the d.elimita.Uon.2 Like 
the delimitation these learning products bel ong to the unit of learning 
and therefore must not be handed to pupils. 
4. The unit assignment: It includes "all the genera.l plan of 
teacher-pupil activity. 11 Billett advises that part of this unit 
assignment should be left to develop as the teaching of this unit proceeds. 
In fact the whole unit should be elastic and ad~ptable to probable 
situations. The unit assignment includes: 
1~. 
2Billett 1 s lecture in class about Unit Orge.niza.tion. 
3Billett, £E• cit., P. 506. 
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a. Introductory activities: They must be challenging and if 
a field tri:p ·, :Billett advises to prepare a. study guide for it to be given 
to pupils. 
b. Core activities: They are of the nature of :problems to be 
r.o~ved. MF~Y of them are related to pupil 1s daily lives. These 
activities are to be mimeographed for the pupils. In solving them freedom 
must be given to children to choose to start with any one they like. 
c. General study and activity guide: It is mimeographed 
with the core activities, or separate if the teacher wishes, and every 
student must have a. co:py. As the pupils are busy and being e.ided by the 
mimeographs, the teacher could go around hel:ping the individ.ual students. 
d. Optional related a~tivities: The title is self- explenatory. 
Pupils solve these problems only because they want to do so~ 
At the end of this unit, an examination will be necessary to measure 
the achievement and understanding of the pupils. The author has constructe 
a test which he thinks va.lid to measure "Wnat it is su-p:oosed to measure. 
r 
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CHAPTER I 
STATEHENT OF TEE PROBLFM 
The purpose of this thesis ie to apply the basic principles and 
procedures set forth in Fundamentals of Secondaxy School Teachingl 
by ~. Roy o. Billett of Boston University, School of Education and in 
his course in the Unit Method to a unit of work on the topic, History of 
the Arabs. It is intended that the unit should be used in Arab secondary 
schools such as those in which the author formerly taught. 
Pu-pil Analysis: 
The following unit and the unit assignment were prepared for a class 
of twelfth grade pupils of twenty f ive students. The following paragraphs 
are descriptive of a former class taught by the writer. 
The chronological age of the pupils range from sixteen years to 
twenty years. There is no accurate information about the range of their 
intelligence since intelligence tests have not yet been introduced to that 
:part of the world. In general the pupils are heal thy due to the medical 
care that the school gives them. As to the out-of-school activities, the 
students like athletics and amusement e such as movies and folk dancing. 
Home Conditions of the Pupils: 
The home environment of those pupils is somewhat varied; many of the 
parents exe manual laborers and skilled workers. There axe very few 
1 Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching, Boston, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940. --
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professional people. 
All of the pup ils come from the same town, Gaza, Palestine. To them 
their homes are rather comfortable, the standard of living being much 
10\..rer than it is anywhere in the United States of America. The average 
family, including parents, is six. 
The Classroom: 
The room in which this unit is to be tenght seats thirty five pupils. 
The desks are of the movable ty:pe, but they are seldom moved. Two boy s 
sit in each desk. The blackboard, of which much use is made, is located 
at the front. There are four medium windows on eaeh of two sides of the 
room. The door opens to the play-yard where there are plenty of trees 
for the use of the pupils to sit under when it gets hot. 
The school library is located in another building, separated from the 
main school building by a street usually \'lith little traff ic. Students can 
take any book they need from the library, but the great majority of them 
have not been trained in the use of the libra.ry. 
Method Used: 
The method used in building this untt and unit assignment is based 
entirely up on the principles and procedures expressed in ~undamentals of 
Secondary School Teaching by Dr. Roy o. Billett of Boston Uni.versity, 
School of Education and in his course in the Unit Method; thus a list of 
objectives was drawn up which the teacher ho·pes would develop from the 
work to be done on the unit. A speciaJ. list of materials and references 
for the tea.cher's use only \'tas compiled after a. previous careful exam.inati~ 
of the leading literature in the field of the to~ic on the history of the 
Arabs. The unit assignments were drawn up and organized into introductory 
2 
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Complete detaile of thie procedure now follow. 
CHAPTER II 
THE UNIT--RISE OF ISLAM 
General Statement of the ~: 
The theme of our unit takes us back to the sixth and seventh 
centuries of the Christian era when the ancient cultures and civili ze.tions 
of the East and i'lest were at the lowest levels, and when the awareness 
of those cultures and civilizations was practically nil. 'I'he basis f or 
the preservat i on of old cultures was laid down 1~ the year 570 A. D. which 
was called by the Arabs the "Year of the Elephant • 11 In that year a 
certain chH d by the neme of Mohammad was born at Mecca, the holy 'Place 
of pre-Islamic Arabia, and to which 400,000,000 :people look at -present, 
five times a day, as they :pray to God. That man was to give those 
people from Whom hitherto, no great contributions had been expected, a 
great religion which led them to etory and conquest, to love end unity, 
to progress and culture. 
The study of the rise of Islam is essential to eve:cy Arab student, 
who wants to build ·a good future for his people. 
Delimitation of the Unit: 
1 • .An understanding of the life of Mohammad is essentia.l to an under-
standing of Arab life, both -past and nresent. 
2. A knowledge of the Koran is essential to all Arabs since Arab 
law, both common and written, has its basis in the Koran. 
3. Religion and life are insepar able in the Arab countries. 
4 . The 1ife of Mohammad ctemonetrated the imnortance of good chs.racters 
4· 
5 
for 1 eaders. 
5. His reputation of honesty, acquired in his capacity as merchant, 
made it easier for him to persuade people to accept his mis s ion. 
6. It was Moha.mmad who introduced Monotheism to Arabia. 
1. Mohammad was not only a prophet; he was a political leader as 
well. 
S. The present Koran has undergone no change whatsoever during the 
course of history. 
9. Islam is the religion of submission to the Will of God. 
10. The knowledge of the Five Pill ars of Islam is essential to every 
Moslem. 
11. The Arabs never imposed Islam upon others. No compulsion in Islam 
is a principle of the Koran. 
12. All members nf the Islamic society are equal; no discrimination 
or prejudice of any kind exists. "The noblest of you in the sight of God 
is the most righteous." 
13. The Moslem concept of martyrs pl~ved an important role in building 
the Islamic empire of the middle ages. 
14. Every Arab must know the meaning of the term 11 Iahiliyah" end 
what practices in it did Mohammad allow. 
15. 11 Hejirah11 is :trhe year with which the Moslems start their calendar. 
16. Woman exercised full freedom under the Islamic law. 
17. The pupils will gain an understa"llding of the Moslem conception of 
Heaven and the Second World. 
i 
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List of Probable Indirect and Incidental Learning Products: 
A. Indirect Learning Products: 
1. An appreciation of the values that Islam sought in knowledge and 
the degree of respect and importance that Mohammad gave to educated men. 
2. An interest in developing the stagnant present or the l~ht of 
historical facts. 
3. The appreciation of the value that Islam gave to woman. 
4. An awareness of the importance of education irrespective of what 
"rill be one 1 s career in life. 
B. Incidental Learning Products: 
1. The development of the skill of reA.ding properly l,;;ith 
concentration, in order to understand what was read. 
2. The development of the skill of talking in ?Ublic withom being 
embarrassed. This skill is attainable if we teach our pupils a proper 
w~ reciting what they learned. 
3. The development of other skills like summarizing one's thoughts, 
of outlining, and of cooperation with the group. 
List of Materials and References for Teacher's Use Only: 
1. Abdari, Madkhal, 3 Vols. Cairo, 1902. 
2. Abu Rida, History of Arabic Thought, Cairo, 1938. 
3. Amir Ali, The S-pirit of Islam, Lond.on, 1923. 
4. Arnold, T. W., Preaching of ~am, London, 1913. 
5. Asfahani, Al Aghani, 21 Vols. Cairo. 
6. Balad.huri:t Futuh al-Buldan, Ec11ted by De Joeje, Leyden, 1866. 
7. Browne, E. G., Arabian Medicine, Cambridge University Press, 1921. 
6 
B. De Lacy O'Leary, Arabic Thought and Its Place in History, London, 
193 • 
I 
9. Faris, N.A., The Arab Heritese, Princeton, 1942. 
10. Ghazza1i, Fatihat a1-Ulum, Cairo, 19~. 
11. Ghazza1i ., ,!&!: Ulum !l-~, 4 Vols., Cairo, 1898. 
12. Huskins, C.H., Studies in the History !lf Medieval Science, Harvard, 
1934. 
13. Ibn Xhaldun, Prolegomenee, :Beirut. 
14. Ibn Khillikan, Wafa.yat !!-Ayan, 2 Vols., Cairo. 
15. Khalidi, A.S., !h! Islamic Review, ~yril, M~, and J~e 1950. 
16. Lammens, H., Moslem Institutions. London, 1929 • 
• ··r ' ~ ,.-
17. Me.cd.onald, D. :B., Aspect! _2!. Islam, New York, 1911. 
!1 18. Margolioath, D.S., !h,! Early Development E! Mohammedani•, London, 
11 1914~ . 
!1 19. Mtli)arrad, Al-Xamil, 4 Vols., Ce.iro. 
20. Nickolson, R., Literary Hitory of~ Arabs, Cambridge, 1930. 
1 21. Serton, G., Introduction~ the History of Science, :Ba.ltigore, 
II 1927~ 
22. Stanley, Lane Pool e, The Moor• ~ Spain, London, 1887. 
! 23. Torrey, c.c., The Jewish Foundation~ Islam, New ~ork, 1933. 
' 
1 24. 
1
'1 1926. 
Totah, K.A., ~ Contribution of ~ Arabs ~ Edueat i on, New York, 
1 25. 
26. 
Yaqut, Muha.m !!.-B\lldan, 8 Vola~, Cairo. 
Yaqut, Mujam al-Udaba, 6 Vols., Cairo, 1907. 
I 
27. Zeidan, Tarikh .!:1.-Tama.ddun .!:!.-Islami, 3 Vole.; Cairo, 1920. 
The Unit Assignment : , __ _ 
I 
IIi: Introductorz Activities: 
Several methods of introducing the unit are suggeated. The method 
chosen should be the one most likely to challenge the interest of a. gl ven 
class. A play around one of the battlee in which Mohammed himself fought, 
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if read in class, might be most challenging. Maybe the pl~ would have 
its theme as the birth of Mohammad. Pupils seem to be attracted by plays, 
especially when they themselves participate in the acting. 
The following two questions may be give~ to the pupils to think over 
before they come to class: 
1. Whom do you consider was the greatest man in history? 
2. What are the reasons for the preserve.tion of the cla.ssical Arabic 
language? 
Another method of introducing the unit would be to announce to the 
students that the next unit of work would be the rise of Islam. The 
author had tried thie direct way in his teachi ng experiences and wa.s met 
with extremely favorable results. 
Another method of introducing the unit might be through the f oll o\Y-ing 
survey: 
1. How many of the class members fa.st the month of Ramadan'? 
2. How many of the class members :_pract i ce their religious rites 
fully'? 
3. How m~v of the class members prayed in the morning of the day in 
which the unit would be introduced. 
Maybe a discussion of what the term Jahiliyah means would be a good 
1 
introductory step to the stud~ of Islam which came to destroy the tradition~ 
and habits of the Jahiliyah. 
Showing the students an old scri-pt of the Koran ,..rould be an excellent 
~.ntroduction to the unit about the rise of Islam. Many of t h e old 
manuscri-pts are decorated with gold. and very beautifully written. 
8 
~ Activities: 
1. The unit has been called The Rise of Islam. Whe-.t do we mean by 
the word Islam? Is there any other name for Islam? (2:1: Chap ter VII; 
5: P. 123-128; 7: P. 1-36~ 
2., 1'lhat is the difference between an Arab and a Moslem? Are all 
Arabs Moslems? Is it necessary that all Moslems be also Arabs? (2:1: 
Chapter VII; 3: P. 205-270; 7: P. 135-167~ 
3~ When and where was the Prophet of Arabia born? (1: P. 7: 2:1: 
. I' 
, Ch~pter VI; 4: P. 16-34; 5: P. 111-122.) 
I 
I 4. What education did Mohammad get when he w~s a child? (2:1: VI; 
5. The character of 1-iohe.mmad made hie friends like M.m, even when 
he was a li t tle boy. Explain. (2:1: Chapter VI; 3: P. 187-190; 5: P. 
111-122.) 
6. Discuss the fgmily background of the Prophet: social ly, 
politically, end economical l y. (5: P. 111-122.) 
7. \'lere · there• any crises in the 1 ife of the :prophet ~ that influenced 
his leadership? (2:1: Chapter VI; 3: P. 187-190.) 
8. 1tlhat are some of the problems that Mohammad faced when he was a 
little boy? Did he act like all other children of his age, all the time? 
'Vho are some of his friends? (1: P. 7-10; 2:1: Chapter VI; 3: P. 187-190; 
9. Was the life of Mohammad influenced by the antagonistic attitudes 
of some of his uncles? Did they influence his life career, es-pecially as 
a prophet and_a merchant? (1: P. 11-29; 2:1: Chapter VI; 3: P. 187-190.) 
10. Row did Mohammad choose to become a mP-rchant, when he never cared 
9 
for life luxuries? Who hired him at first? Did he succeed as a merchant? 
Cite some of his experiences as a merchant. (2:1: Chapter VI; 3: P. 187-
190; 4: P. 16-34; 5: P. 11-122; 7: P. 135-167.) 
11. Is there any great lesson that we might learn from Mohammadts 
experience as a merchant? As a married man? Was it difficult, at all, 
for him to get married? 1:lho married him and why? (1: P. 8-10; 2:1: 
Chapter VI; 3: P. 187-190.) 
12. We often hear the word prophet in the .Arab history. What does 
this word mean on the light of our stud.y of Mohammad? When 8lld where 
and how did. the first revelation come to him? Who can recit e the first 
revelation? (2:1: Chapter VII; 3: P. 205-270; 5: P. 123-128.) 
13. Wha.t means did the Prophet use to spree.d his new faith? Was it 
difficult for him to do so? What challenged him most? (2:1: Chapter VI; 
3: P. 197~190; 4: P. 16-34.) 
14. What were the major characteristics of the first followers of 
Mohammad? Were they of any significance in the Arabic society at that 
time? Name some of them. What was a particular name given to those 
fo11o\v-ers by their successors? (1: P. 20-54; P. 7-47.) 
15 .• Did all of those followers enjoy being in the sE.'.me social group? 
Are some followers inferior to other followers, as viewed by the Islamic 
society? How dicl the Pronhet treat all of them? Did the fol l o\'lers of 
~foha.m.mad consider him of a different n8.ture than that of a human being? 
(1: P. 11-20; 3: P. 187-190; 4: P. 16-34.) 
16. In what way do you consider Mohammad to have been original in his 
thinking? ~fhat new ideas did he introduce to the world? Was his 
monotheistic faith the first of ~ kind? Explain. (3: P. 205-270; 5: 
10 
p. 128-139. ) 
17. Comment on the statement, "Uo compulsion in Islam." (2:1: Chal?ter 
VII; 3: P. 205-270; 5: 128-139.) 
18. Has the :present Koran undergone P..ny change during the course of 
histpry? How do you account for thB,t? How was it first written? Did 
Mohrulli~ad know how to read and write? How long after the death of 
Mohammad was it when the Koran was filed into regular volumes? Are any of 
t>!o se first Koranic volumes still existing? (1: P. 20-27; 2:1: Chanter VII 
5: P. 123-128.) 
19. i'ihat are the five Pillars of Islam? Is every Moslem supposed to 
practice all of them? Did Islam make provisions for taking care of the 
poor? How could the p oor live in the Isl r.Jmic society? Is there :poverty 
in Islam? (3: P. 205-270; 3: P. 231-246.) 
20. How many times a day a Moe:lem is su:o:posed to pray? 
are required to be done before one is really ready to pray? 
What :9raetices 
Are both a 
common -pre.ctice in Islam? What stress did Islam put on cleanliness? 
( 3: p. 231-246. ) 
21. Comment on the statement, "The noblest of you in the sight of God 
is the most righteous." Does a Negro Moslem have equa~ rights with a 
white Moslem? Does an Arab Mosl em diff er from a Persian Moslem in value? 
Select some verses from the Koran deal:i.ng with this subject. (3: P. 231-
2li6 ; 7: P. 99-135; 7: P. 135-167.) 
22. How great a value did Islam give to education and lrnowledge? What 
was a price for winning one's own freed.om after being a cp,ptive in the 
Islamic army of the Prophet? Does tha.t mean tha.t the Prophet encouraged 
us to seek knowledge? How clo you exl?lain the Prophet's interest in 
ll 
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learning when he himself was illiterate? (4: P. 3u-51; 7: P. 135-167.) 
23. How can you ex~lain the ra~id spread of the Islamic faith? Explain 
the role that the Moslem conception of martyrs played in building the 
Islamic empire? Discuss the Moslem conception of H~aven, (2:1: Chapter 
IX; 4: P. 34-51; 5: P. 128-139.) 
24. Of what value is the Islamic woman? Is she man's equal? Were 
there any off icial posts open to woman? Can you name some great women 
in Islam? (1: P. h51-473; 4: P. 65-94; 5: P. 332-363.) 
25. We hear of the days of "Jahiliya.h. 11 What do we mean -b;y the term? 
vlhat were some of . the pre,ctices of 11 Jt:thiliyah? 11 Did Moha.'!lrrlB.d lee.ve any 
of those practices? Discuss the value of Mecca to the Arabs before and 
after Islam. (4: P. 1-16; 5: Chapter VII.) 
26. What does the year 622 A. D. stand for in Islam? Is there any 
special name for this year? Any special occasion connected with it? 
In brief re-port on that occasion. (1: P. 10-12; 5: P. 111-122.) 
27. Whe.t do we mean when we spe?.k about al-Hejirah? (2:J.: Ch~ter 
.VI; 4: P. 16-34; 5: P. 111-122.) 
These core activities wi 11 constltute the general study and activity 
guide. 
()pHonal Related Activities: 
!_. Oral Reports 
1. Make a report on the Moslem Pilgrimage to Mecca every yeax. 
2. Does the Arabic society af today resemble the Arabic 
society at the time of Mohammad? 
3. Interview the oldest living relative of yours, and give us a 
brief talk on how the Arabs lived during his early days. 
I! 
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4. Give your ree.sons for your liking or dJsliking of the Arab 
society today when you compare it with the Arabic society at the time of 
Mohammad. 
B. Written Reports 
1. Report on four ee.rly great followers of Mohammad. 
2. To how many modern langua.ges has the Koran been translated? 
Can one appraci1'tte reading the Koran in an.other language? Discuss with 
examples. 
3. Who are the Moslems of todey? Where do they live? Are there 
any Moslem states in the world today besides the Arab states? 
4. Report on how Mohammad got married to his first wife. 
5. Write an editorial for the school.newspa:per which vrill promote 
straight thinking among your schoolmates e.s to how one could become gree.t. 
Submit to your English teacher for correction and a:pnroval . 
r.. Illue.trative Activities 
1. :Bring to cla.s s magazine articles of value to this unit. 
2. Draw a map of the Islamic world at the death of Mohammad. 
3. Draw an original ce.rtoon dealing with some as:nects of early 
Islanic society such as: 
a. The caliph visiting people as a surprise. 
b. The caliph distributing war gains. 
c. The Moslems going to battle. 
d. A Moslem sitting near a spring washing his hands in 
I 
1
1 prepare.tion for prayer. 
~~~~~ - ]. Poetry 8nd Legends l 1. Select at random 
===ll 
I 
I 
a list of poems written by famous poets 
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throughout the early Islamic worl d. Show how many of those poems were 
written in praise of the Prophet. 
2. Every one select hie favorite poem on the Hejirah occasion. 
3. Do you know of any imaginary story representing the good 
character of the Prophet, especially when he was young? 
E. Oral ~Written 
1. Prepare a three to five minute floor report or written re~ort 
on any one of the following: 
a. The rapid s-pread of Islam. 
b. The early Islamic society. 
c. The family background of Mohammed. 
d. The status of woman in Islam. 
2. Tell the life story of any of the daughters of Mohammad to 
show the respect that Moslems give to the descendents of Mohammed. 
3. Re .. oort on the political situation in Medina when Mohammad 
migrated to it. 
~ist of Materials ~References for Pupils' Use: 
1. Am.ir Ali, S., ! Short Historl of the Saracens, London, 1931~ . 
2. Grichton, A., The History of Arabia., 2 Vols. New York, 1831.~ . 
3. Harrison, P. w., The Arab at Home, New York, 1924. 
h. Hell , J., The Arab Civilization, Cambridge, 1925. 
5. Hitti, P. K., History of the Arabs, London, 19Li-6. 
6. Margoliouth, D. s., Ca.iro, Jerusalem, and Dama.scus, New York, 1907. 
7. Margoliouth, D. s., The Early Development of Mohammadanism, Lond.on, 
1914. 
8. Osborn, R. D., Islam Under the Califs of Baghdad, London, 1877. 
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CHAPTER III 
TEE UNIT--THE ORTEODOX CALIPHATE 
General Statement of ~ Unit: 
The rise of Islam wa.s nothing but an introduction to the establishment 
of a world empire greater than any ~revioue empire up to that time. The 
Ars.b conquests resulted from the Moslem desire to s-pread the new faith 
and it \'!as the Orthodox caJ iphate Who insisted that Islam should prevail 
all over Arabia. Thus the author gives the credit of establishing that 
world emp ire to those Ortho dox caliphs who taught the Islamic f a ith to 
the Arabs after the death of Moha...llll'te.d. :Being thus the ca.se, it is very 
essential that all Arabs should study the period of those grea.t men without 
the exhtence of whom Arab history would have been in complete chs.os and 
anarchy. 
Delimitation of the Unit: 
1. The knowledge of the Moslem way of life as established by 
Mohammad and fostered by the Orthodox caliphs is essential to every Arab 
student. 
2. After the death of the Prophet, Arabia seemed to have been con-
verted into a nursery of heroes the like of \'hom both in nUlllber and 
quality is hard to match enywhere. 
3. The common saying that Moslems off ered the Koran with the one hand 
and the sword with the other has no reality whet soever. 
4. It was the Islamic religion and the Islamtc library that 
constituted the so-called Islamic civilization. 
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5. The Riddah Wars were the test for Abu Bakre 1 s ability to 
re-establ i sh the s olidarity of the Islamic society a.fter the death of 
the Prophet. 
6. The c~iph is the political lea.d_er of the Moslems; the spiritual 
lea.dershi-p ended with the death of Mohammad. 
7. The Islam that conquered the northern regions was not the Islamic 
religion but the Islamic state. 
s. The Isl~.mic ste.te expanded north very rapidly and in less tha.n 
twenty y ears was able to over -run Persia a.nd shake Byzantium. 
9. Faith, among ma.ny other reasons, was the ca.use of success e.ll 
through the days of the building of the Arab empire. 
10. It could not have be e-n true t hat the Ara.bs, who went out as 
seekers of knowledge, burned the library of Alexandria when they occun ied 
it. 
11. Christians, Jews, and all other :peoples of revealed religions were 
considered Dhimmis in the Islamic rel i gion and state. 
12. The character and a.chievements of the Orthodox caliphs are worthy 
of all respect and adm1r ation. 
13. The administrative power of the second caliph and his ee.rly 
const itu tion in regard to ta:x~s and land prop rietorship made of him an 
outstanding figure in Islamic ad.ministra.tion. 
14. It was Muawiy~b 1 s diplomacy that distin~~ished him in Islamic 
history and mB.de him win over his op~onent Ali who was igno~ant i n that 
res-pect. 
List of Probable Indirect and Incidental Learning Products: 
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A. Indirect Learning Products: 
1. An attitude of respect and admi r a.tion for the Moslem indiddual 
I who f ollowa the ste:ps of the Orthodox caliphs. 
I 2. Admiration for the democracy of those four caliphs who lived like 
J the poorest Moslem of the time. 
II 
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3. Admiration for such army leadership as that vihich early Islamic 
society had under Khalicl, the hero of the Secession Wars. 
1/ 
B~ Incidental Learning Products: 
1. The concept of faith in the Islamic religion. 
2. The skill of reading and j_nterpreting the Koran. 
The Unit Assignment: 
Introcluct~ Activities: 
The method 'IE eel in introductng this unit would be one which provokes 
students interest in the subject. As all of the students have already 
heard me.n.y stories about the Orthodox caliphs, especially Um::3.r-ihn-al-
Khattab, it would be advisable to post on the bul l etin bosrd a notice 
requiring the students to prepare some stories about the Orthodox cali~hs 
to be told in class during the folloi..r ing week. 
A play around the justice of Umar would be most motivating. Let scme 
members of the class partici~ate in such a plAY to be acted early in the 
we~k when this unit will be taught. 
The following two questions would be excellent to arouse student inte-
rest in this unit and motivate their thinking; 
1. Whom do you consider as the greatest man in Islam besides 
1-toh.e.mmad.? 
2. It has been said that were it not for Abu Bakre, Islam would have 
I ~===== l=i~==================================·~~~~===-==========================#========= 
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died in its cra.d.le. How do you account for thP.t? 
These two questions should be given to the class at 1east s. week 
before the dis~ussion on the Orthodox caliphs take :place . 
Practically in every town in Palestine there is a mosq~e named 
after one of those Orthodox c9liphs. Thus tak:ing the .students on a visit 
to the Umex Mosque in Gaza would be a great incentive for the study of 
Ume.r and the Orthod.ox caliphs. 
Core Activities: 
1. \Vhat does the term caliph metm? \'lhat fu.?'J.ctions did a caliph 
perform? Was he the spiritual as ~ell as the political successor of 
Mohammad? Who \••ere the s-ptritual leaders of Islam s.fter the clea.th of 
Mohammad? (1: P. 20-25; 2:1: Chapter VI I I; 3: P. 205-270.) 
2. Wa$ the caliphate a heredit ary function, or was it mere electoral, 
f ollowing the line of tri be.l seniority? How did the caliph sectU'e his 
-position? (1: P. 70-81; 4: P. 55-65.) 
3. 11 Never was there an Islamic issu.e which brought about more 
bloodshed than the cali::>hate." Explain giving some examples. (1: P. 80-
35; 1: P. 179-184; 5:297-317; 1:162.) 
4. Who was the first caliph in Islam? Ho\'T was he elected? Did he 
rule for long? Who succeeded him and when was that? (1: P. 20-27; 2:1: 
Chapter VIII; 5:139-147; 7: P. 3-10.) 
5. Discuss the causes of the so-called Riddah (secession) Wars.How 
did Arabia conquer itself? '\!tho, beside the caliph, \Oras a famous figure in 
these wars? (1: P. 20-27; 2:1: Chapter VITI; 5: P. 139-ll.l.7~ 7: P. 3-15.) 
6. It is said that after the death of the Prophet Arabia s eemed 
to have been converted into a nursery of heroes the like of whom both in 
I~ 
number and quality is ~~rd to match P-~ywhere. Explain, giving examples. 
(4 : P. 3~ -51; 5: P. 139-169; 1: P. 111-112 and 108.) 
7. When was it that Islam split into two major grouvs? Name these 
groups. Could you, by any means, trace the s:pli tting back to ·~ the appo j_nt-
ment of the first caliph? Give your private opinion on this subject. 
(1: P. )+9-S5; 2:1: Chs.pter VIII; 5: P. 178-139.) 
8. Were there any economic causes underl yi ng the Islamic movement, 
or was it mere desire to spread the new faith? Did the early Moslems 
enforce their religion upon others? How do you explain the s aying that 
the 1-.ioslems offered the l:oran with one hand and. the sword with the other? 
(2:1: Chapter IX; 3: P. 231-246; 4: P. 34-51; 7: P. 135-167.) 
9. Was it the Islamic religion or the Islamic st ate that conquered 
the northern regions? When was it that the Christians in Syria., 
Mesopotamia and Persia professed the new reHgion? (1: P. 111-112, lol~ , 
117-120, 141; 2: 2: Chapter II; 4: P. 34-51.) 
10. How did the Moslems occupy Jerusalem and when wa.s that? Why did 
they take over the Jewish Te~le and transform it into a mosque, whil e 
they left the Christian churches alone? Tell the story of Caliph Umar 
in the Christian church of Jersual em. ( 1. : P. 27-45; 4: P. 34-51; 5: P. 
147-155; 8: P. 3-1 ~7.) 
11. Is there any great lesson that we can leexn from the march of 
Khalid from Damascus to Palestine? Discuss briefly how the five Arab 
generals finally got together and defeated the Byzant ines in Palestine. 
(2: 1: Chapter IX; 5: P. 147-155 ; 8 : P. 3-tl-7.) 
12. In what sense do you consider the battle of Yarmuk decisive? 
When di d i t take place? Ho>lf many Are,bs were fighting in that battle, 
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against how many of the Byzantines? ifuo ha.d the topographical advantage? 
Discuss the reasons for the Arabs running the battle. (2: 1: Chapter IX; 
13. Discuss the ~olicy that the Moslems followed in aa~inistering the 
new territories. (5: P. 169-178.) 
11+. iifho ruled in Iraq a.t the time of the Arab conquest? Discuss their 
relation with the Byzantines. Did that relation, in any wey. hel:p the 
Arabs? (5: P. 1515-160; 8: P. 3_!.1.7.) 
15. Write a brief re~ort about the two battles of Qadisiyah and 
Madavin and show the importance of eech. Which one was more decisive? 
(2: 1: Chap ter IX; l~: P. 34-51.) 
16. How long did it take the Arabs to occupy all of Persia? i'lhy was 
it easier to conquer the Byzantine Empire than to conquer Persia? In the 
days of which caliph did the Arabs finally occupy Persia end at what date? 
17. What Arab general was in charg~ of the conquest of Egypt? What 
was his significance in Islam? F.ow difficult was it for .the Arabs to 
conquer Egy-pt and why? Where did the Arabs meet the most stubborn 
resistance and why? (1: P. 27-45; 5: 160-169.) 
18. When and how did the Arabs ca:pture Alexandria? Did that 
encoure~e them to proceed with their conquest in the rest of North 
Africa? Who was the famous leader that undertook the job of conquest in 
North Africa? Under the aus~ices of which cali~h did the conquests in 
North Africa trut e place? (1: P. 105; 4: P. 34-51; 5: P. 160~169. 
19. When was the great Ptolemic Libra:ry at Alexandria burned? Who 
burned it? ifuen was the so-called Daughter Library destroyed? 't'lho 
I 
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destroyed it? Was there any library of importance existing in 
Alexandria at the time of the Arab conquest? (5: P. 160-169; 7: P. 135-167) 
20. Write a brief survey of Umar 1 s Constitution. Did he tolerate 
non-Moslems in the Peninsula? Were the Moslem soldiers allowed to mix 
with non-Arabs? Why did he do that 1 ~lhat was Uma.r 1 s third major 
policy in relation to Moslems holding pron erty outside of Arabia? (1: P. 
27-45; 5: P. 169-178; 7: P. 99-135.) 
21. Differentiate between the two forms of taxation implied in Jizyah 
and Kharaj. How much did a non-Moslem :pay in order to be protected? Were 
non-Moslems allowed in the ar~y? What was the idea behind their acceptance 
in, or rejection from the armies? \'That was a popular name given to all 
non-Moslems who have revealed religions? i'lho were those people and where 
did they live? (5: P. 169-17S; 7: P. 99-135.) 
22. Is it true that the Islamic army was the whole nation in action? 
Expl a in. How wa<:: the Moslem army organized? How was a military unit 
composed? What were the chief weapons? Discuss the Moslem order in 
battle if you can. (1: P. 11-20; 5: P. 169-178.) 
23. What were some of Ali's contributions as Caliph? ''lha,t was his 
relation to the Prophet? Did that relation entitle him to any kin.d of 
privilege? How we~s it that the Moslems did not choose him as the first 
caliph at the death of Mohammed.? (1: P. 49-54; 2: 1: Chapter VIII.) 
24. What were the major policies that characterized the days of 
Uthman the third caliph in Islam? Did the peo:ole like him? When and how 
did he die? (1: P. 45-u9; 2: 1: Chapter VIII; 5: P. 155-160.) 
25. Discuss briefly the struggle between Ali and Muawiyah.. '\~That 
advantages did the 1atter have over Ali? Did the Umeyyad leader prccla.im 
II 
II 
/,' 
himself crliiph whne Ali was alive? '1\"hy or why not? (5: P. 17S-189.) 
Ootional Related Aetivities: 
A. Oral Re~orts: 
1. Select one of the four Orthodox caliphs and give a brief talk 
about hie life. 
2. Bring to class a story about the loyalty of caliph Umer to his 
people. 
3. Prepare a five minute talk about one of the most outstanding 
generals at the time of the so-called Riddah \'Iars. 
4. Give your reasons in brief for the failure of Uthman as a caliph 
of the Moslems. 
5. What is it you like most about ca2iph Ali and why? 
12.· 'I'Tritten ~orts: 
1. Report on the causes and results of the Riddah Wars. 
2. Describe the eexly armies of Islam showing the reasons for their 
success. 
3. Write an edi torial for the school newspaper describing the march 
of caliph Umar to Jerusalem. 
4. "The library of Alexandria did not exist at the time of the 
Moslem conquest." i'/rite a brief comment. 
5. Bring to class the message of the Prophet to the neighboring kings 
at his time. 
6. Report on the currency that was used in the Arab world at the 
time of the Orthoc'l.ox caliphs. Document your re-port. 
Q. Illustrative Activities: 
1. Drew a map of the Moslem world. in 661 A. D., the year in which the 
I 
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fourth caliph died. 
2. Draw an original cartoon dealing with one of the following 
as:pects of life: 
a. The Moslems sitting to choose a caliph. 
b. The Moslem army starting its march. 
c. An Arab seeing gold for the first time in his life. 
d. Women slaves taken back to Arabia after war. 
e. The caliph distributing the material gains from war a.mong the 
soldiers. 
~· Poetry and Legends: 
1. Recite in class ten lines written in praise of any of the Moslem 
2. Describe the Moslem conception of heaven. Also if you can draw 
an original cart oon representing heaven as the Moslems see it. 
3. Select a. piece of poetry said by any one of the caliphs end 
memorize ten lines from it. 
4 .• Memorize the last worcl.s that general Khalid uttered before he 
died. 
~· Oral or Written: 
Prepare a three to five minute floor report, or written report, on 
any of the following: 
1. The position of woman at that period. 
2. The life story and contribution of one of the great women of the 
early Moslem society at the time of the Orthodox caliphs . 
3. The battle of al-Jamal (the camel). 
4. The Arab woman who :r.r etended to be a prophet after the death of 
r-
Mohammad. 
5. The toleranee of the Orthodox ealiphs toward people of other 
religions. 
6. The compromise between A.li and Muawiyah after the battle of 
Siff in. 
F. Miscellaneous: 
1. Bring to class magazine articles of v~lue to this unit. 
2. Think of some subjects for class debates. 
---,---
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CHAPTER IV 
TEE UNIT--THE ABEASID AND UMAYYAD EMPIRES 
General Statement .£.! the !!£!1: 
With the advent of tbe Uma.~ryads to the Islamic caliphate the so-
called Are,b empire started. 661 A. D., with the death of Ali, Mua.\'liyah 
proclaimed himself caliph of all Mosleas. The seat of the caliphate was 
shifted from Medina to Damascus where the Umayyads had established 
themselve! during a period of twenty years when Muawiyah was the governor 
of Syria. As soon as Muawiyah won the acceptance of the peo~le he 
announced the ~ynastic rule of the Umayyads . That incident was enough to 
arnuse the antagonism of the Moslems age.inst the Umayyads, and it was 
not more than ninety years before the Abbasids took over the c8liphate 
from the Umayyads. 
The Abbasid period of Islamic history was one of outstanding 
characteristics in which not only Moslem Arabs were entitled to 
governmental off ices, but Moslems in general claimed equal rights in 
everything. 
It was in the Abbasid period when the Arabs started their scientific 
research a.nd the caliphs encou.raged educat ion a.nd :paid s alaries to 
scientists. In more the . .tl one occasion we heard of Al-Rashid dispatching 
en army to Byzantin~, not for the :purpose of conquest, but to collect 
old Greek manuscripts. 
_jl The Abbasids rule over the Islamic em~ire for a l onger :pericd 
1 than that of any other Moslem dynasty; and had it not been for their spirit 
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of tolerance toward other Moslems, irrespective of the race, foreign 
Moslems could never have weakened the Abbasids and finally prepared the 
way for the coming of the Ottoman Turks. 
Delimitation of the Unit: 
1. The caliphate was a political not a religious office. 
2. The martyrdom of al-Husayn, even more than that of hie father Ali, 
proved to be the seed of the Shiah 1 s church of Islam. 
3. The life of Mua'tFiyah represents the model for the Arab scvereign. 
4. The d.rast ic measures of al-Haj a.j, whether we justify him or not, 
restored order both among the rebelU.ous :Sasrans ::md Kufana a.nd 
throughout Ira-q and Pers~. a. 
5. The readiness to accept Islam, with which the north Africa.ns 
welcomed the Islamic army, made it easy for the Arabs to ~roceed in their 
conquest of south western Europe. 
6. The establishmant of the truth about the 't'roblem of "Harem" in 
Arab life could be achieved through etucly1.ng the soci aJ. life in the 
palace. 
7. 1'/Hh the fall of the Umayyads the truly Ara.b -per~ od in the history 
of Islam had ~ssed and the first purely Arab phase of the Isl amic Empire 
began to move r~;p idly towards its cl ose. 
8. The Abbasid was an emn ire of Nee -Moslems in which the Arabs 
formed only one of the m?.ny component re.ces. 
9. The st ate set-uo never differed noticeably through the Islamic 
state history. 
10. Although therA are :peo-ples among the Arabs of today, \'i"ho ar~ v ery 
highly civilized, yet the social life of the average Arah society of today 
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is only a slight improvement from that of the Abbasid days. 
11. The accepting of foreign elements to state higher off icial 
positions proved devasta.ting to the Abba,sid caliphate. 
12. To the Shiah of Islam the fourth caliph became the saint of the 
sect ju:~t as Mohammed ha.d been the Propr..et of Islam and. the Messenger of 
God,. 
13. \'lith the death of Ali, 661 A. D •• what may be termed the 
republican period of the caliphate, which began with Abu Bakre, 632, cr>me 
to an end. 
14. The Umayyad caliphate was the first dynasty in the history of 
Islam. 
15. The .Arab conquests in !ndie, proved to be based on economics 
rather than spreading of the new faith. 
16. The state under the Umayyads ch~~ged the language of the public 
registers from Greek and Pahlaui to Arabic, and created an Arabic 
coinage. 
17. Among the a.chtevement s of the period were the ma..>J.y architectural 
monuments, some of which ha.ve survived to the:present d.a.y. 
18. The military organization of the TJmayyads was an imitation of 
the Byzantine model. 
19. The knowledge of the four social classes th::Jt the Arab society 
preserved in the past, is a good explanation of the Arab social classes 
today. 
20. The Arab dualism of Q,ays and Yaman resulted in the downfall of 
the Uma,yyad dy.nasty; other reasons also contributed to the same re sults. 
21. The Arab conquest of Spain resulted in the preservl'ltion of the 
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old cultural heritage of the Gr.eeks. Also the Europian Renais sance, to 
a great extent, was influenced by the Arab settlements in Europe wbether 
in Spain, Sicily, or Italy. 
22. Among many other reasons the last c ~liphs of the Abbasid dynry_sty, 
through their soci~.l life, brought about the fall of the Abbasid emp ire. 
23 .. The march of the leader of the Moslem armies in Spain, after he 
occupied the country, from Gibralter to Damascus marks the highest point 
in the glorious Arab days. 
List of Probable Indtrect and Incidental Lee.rning Products: 
A. Indirect Learning Products: 
1. An attitude of dislike to liqu ors, and how it could be d8~gerous 
if leaders indulge into it. 
2. ll.n a-r1preciation of unity which brought about Islamic succ.ess, and 
a. dislike for the d.isintegration in the life and aims of the nrune society. 
3. An admiration for the Ara.bia.n society that. through faith, could 
reach the toJ> of what any civilized society could reach. 
~· Incidental Leorning Products: 
1. The skill of reading for one~elf and using the library intelligent 
ly in search for historic facts. 
2. The development of the skill of using history in daily 
convers~t ions. 
The~ Ass ignment: 
Introduct cry Activities: 
The best way to introduce this unit to class is to post the names 
of the following books on the bulletin board two weeks in advance e.nd 
to ask for brief reports about them from the students. 
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Abu-al-Na.sirt The Life of Ha.run-e1-P..a.sbid, 
Abu-sl-Nasir, The Life .2f Mua.wiyah, 
The re1=1ort shou.1 d not be more than two pages so that the teacher 
will be able to read all the reports end select the best five or six to 
be read in class b~ their writers the first day this unit will be taught. 
A re-port on some student about a. :probable visit to the Uma.yyad mosque 
in Damascus would be an excellent fntroduction of thi£'1 unit to the class. 
Ask the class to write a brief essay about the struggle between 
Ali and Muawiyah and let them give thei r personal opinion whether or 
not MuslV'iyah had the right to revolt e.gainst Ali. 
To have the author of the bes t report present it to the class, would 
be a good introduction of this unit to the class. 
~ Activitiea: 
1 . When and where was 1-iuawiyah proclaimed caliph? Where \H l.S the 
seat of the p rovincial government? How long did he stw in his position? 
Who succeeded M.m? (1: P. 70-gl; 4: P. 55-65.) 
2. Who was Uma.r ihn-Al-As? What services did he offer to the 
Umayya.ds in general and to MuSJtJiyeh in part icular? Re-port briefly on 
his role in the incident of compromise. (4: P. 55-65; 5: 189-199, P. 17!~ 
3. What was the main objection of Husein to the Uma.yyad rule? Did 
he succeed in overthrowing the Uma.yyads? How did his life end? \'lha.t was 
his significance to the Sheites? (1: P~ S5: 4: P. 55-65.) 
lt- . Why do the Arabs consider Mua.wiyah as the model Arab sovereign? 
Did he contribute anything to the caliphate? What outstanding reform, if 
''0.---~--
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the term could be ap!Jlied, in the cali9hate did Muawiyah lntrodnce'i' On 
wha.t ba.sis <Hd he justify thrlt change? (1: P. 70-81; 5: P. 224-2\.J.o.) 
5. W'rite a brief history of the development of the :position of the 
ce.liphate throughout Arab history. Do the Arabs have a caliph now? 
(1: P. 20-23; 4: P. 55-58; 5r P. 297-100.) 
6. How did the Umayyads treat the Christians under their rule? 
Did l<iuawiyah have any p ersonal relations with the Christians? Who "'res · 
Yazid 1 s mother? Dld she have any real influence in the dynasty politics? 
Discuss giving examples. (5: P. 189-199; 6: P~ 81-107.) 
7. In whose days was the hereditary principle introduced into the 
caliphate? Was it easy for the Iel8ID,.c world a.t the time to ado'Pt the 
new regime? What was the real objection to it? (4: P. 55-65; 5: 159-199.) 
8. Who was called Fe.ta al-Arab (the young hero of the Arabs)? How 
did he distinguish himself for bravel'y'? Vlhat was his role in the conquest 
of Constantinople? (5: P. 189-199; 4: P. 55-65.) 
9. i'ihen did the Arabs develop as a sea power? Name an important 
naval base the possession of which he1 u ed the Arabs to attaCk Oonstanti-
nople. When did the Arabs finally oc~py the city? (1: P. 105; 2: 1: 
Chapter IX, P. 750.) 
10. Cite an instance of an illustrious Moslem for Whom Christians 
have raised a statue in one of their churches? (1: P. 104.) 
11. Why do Moslems refer to the Umayyad neriod as the Arabic period 
j of the Islamic history? Were the Abbasids not Arabs? Di scuss. giving 
1: 
!I examples. (1: P. 185 .. 196.) 
\I 
12. Who introduced the nure1y Arab coi.nage for the first time in 
Arab history? What was written on it? i'lh.at did the Arabs use before that 
JO 
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as currency? (1: 185-196.) 
13. When was it that the Arabs started an organized postal service? 
Who organized it? Why? (1: 185-196; 5: 22h-2SO.) 
14. To whom do we give the credit of the erection of the Dome of the 
Rock in Jerusalem? What is the significance of that Rock to the Moslems? 
(5: 224-280.) 
15. How did al-Hajjaj start his life? Discuss his relation with ibn-
al-Zubayr. 'Was that rel ation of any help to the Ume.yyads? When, where, 
and how did he become governor? (5: 207-208.) 
16. "I am he that scattereth darkness and climbeth lofty summits. As 
I lift the turban from my face ye will know me.l\ Who said it? To whom 
did he say it? Comment briefly. (5: P. 207.) 
17. ~Then did the Arabs extend their conquest to Ind.ia? Is it because 
of that conquest that the -people of Eu.njab and Pakistan today are Moslems? 
What other parts of India did the Arabs conquer? (1: P. lo4; 4: P. 34-51.) 
lS. What did abd.ul-Ma.lik and Wa.lid do to nationalize the state? What 
was the language of the nublic registers before it we.s changed into Are.bic? 
( 5: P. 22t~-280.) 
19. What other architectural momuments, besides the Dome of the Rock 
in Jerusalem, did the Umayyads construct? Can you think of other out-
ste~ding achievements of the period? (1: P. 197-207; 5: P. 240-297.) 
20. After which style did the Umayyads model the general organization 
of their army? What che.nge did Manum II introduce? Did he copy that 
or was it his own contribution? (5: P. 226.) 
21. What were the chief weapons at this period? Who introduced the 
mangonel? How did they carry along such heavy engines and seige maChines? 
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(5: P. 1S9-199.) 
22 • . Compare the royal life of the Umayyad caliphs 'with that of the 
Orthodox ce.l iphs. How did the Uma.YYad caliphs spend their evenings? Would 
you like to live as one of them? If so, which one and why? (5: P. 2~·0-
279.) 
23. Did the ladies of the royal house enjoy a relatively large degree 
of freedom? Who was the lady that kept horses for racing? Who 
introduced the eunuchs to the caliph's palace? Why did they have them? 
(4: P. 55-65; 5: P. 240-279.) 
24. \'lhat was the ca~ital city of the Umayyad Empire? Did they have 
any particular reason for choosing that particular city as a seat of the 
caliph? (1: P. 1Sl-ls4.) 
25. Into how many social classes was the population throughout the 
empire divided? Name them and show with statistics if possible, how each 
class differed from the others. Did the clients differ a great deal from 
the Dhimmis? Could a slave reach higher governmental positions? How? 
(1: P. 197-207; 5: P. 240-279.) 
26. Who was the founder of the Abbasid ~nasty? When did the 
Abbaaids take over the caliphate from the Umayyade? Write a brief essay 
about the origin of the Abbasid movement until finally they got hold of 
the caliphRte. (1: P. 179-184; 2: 2: Chapter I.) 
27. Comment on the idea that the authority should remain forever in 
Abba.sid hands, to be finally delivered to Jesus (Ise~.), the Messiah. (1: 
P. 295; 5: P. 429-432.) 
2S. Comment on the statement that the Ahhasid was an empire of Nee-
Moslems in which the Arabfl formed only one of the many component races. 
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( 5: P. 332-363.) 
29. When was Baghdad built? Who built it, and for Wat reasons did he 
do that? How many yeexs did it take the city to be constructed? What was 
its official name before it was cal l ed Baghdad? (1: P. 216 and 444~51; 
4: P. 65-94.) 
30. When was the vizirate started as an off ice in the Islamic 
government? What is the origin of this offi ce? 1ihere did it come from? 
Yiho was the first man to become a vizir end under which reign? (1: P. 237-
254; 2: 2: Ch~~ter I; 5: P. 297-317; 8: P. 177-208.) 
31. Who were the Barmakids? Why is it t:b.at today in all the Ara.bic-
speaking lands the word harmaki is used as a synonym of generous? Who was 
the first man is Islam to introduce the use of lamps in the mosques during 
the month of Ramadan? (1: P. 237-254; 2: 2: Chapter I; 5~ 297-317.) 
32. What was the relation between al-Rashid and Charlemagne? Of t:b~ 
two, who was the more power+'u_l, and who represented the high culture? 
(1: P. 237-254; 2: 2: Chapter I; 4: P. 65-94.) 
33. How is that history 2nd l egend both unite in ~lacing the most 
brilliant period of Baghdad during the c~liphate of Rashid? Did al-
Rashid have a harem? Who was his favor ite woman? (1: P. 237-254; 5: 332-
363.) 
34. In whose da.vs did Baghdad become a commercial and intellectual 
center? What did the caliph do to encourage men of thought? Was he 
himself an :l.ntellectual man? (1: P. 261 ... 287; 2: 2: C:b..B;pt er III.) 
35. Describe the Abbasid state . Did the vizirate continue all through 
the Abbasid period? How many departments of state did they have? Who was 
at the head of the bureau of taxes? What other source of income <Hd the 
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government have besides the zakah? (1: P. 321- 323; 4: P. 65-94; 5: 332-363 
36. Describe the postal department of the Abbasid Empire. How did it 
differ from that of the Umayyads? Who was called sahib- al-barid? Did the 
people make use of the postal department? Who was the first caliph 
to~ pigeons for military ~ostal service? (1: 428-443.) 
37. What other regular troops, besides the caliphal bodyguard., were 
maintained as a standing e.rmy? What do we mean by the terms Murtaziqah 
and l.{utatawwiah? (1: P. 42S-443; 5: P. 332-363.) 
3S. Describe the composition of the Abbasid ar~y in action. Did 
their arrangement in battle differ from t hat adopted by the Umayyads? 
(1: P. 42S-443.) 
i 
Who I 
was entitled to the position of a governor of a province? How long was his 
39. Into how many -provinces did the Abbasi do divide their emp ire? 
term in off ice? What were some of his duties? (4: P. 332-363.) 
4o. Describe the Abbasid society in regard to social classes and 
distinctions, and whether or not there Wel:"e r eal boundaries between the 
different classes. (1: P. 451-473; 5: P. 332-363.) 
hl. Did the early Abbasid woman enjoy the same rights and :prhileges 
as her Umayyad sister? Whe,t hapnened to her in the tenth centU%'7 under 
the :Buwayhids? When did the position of v1oman sink to the low level that 
. we find in the Arabian Nights? (1: P. 451..473; ~: P. 65-94; 5: P. 332 ... 363; :. 
7: P. 135 ... 1h7.) 
42. How many public ba.ths did Baghdad have at the days of caliph 
Muqts.dir? Does that seem to be highly exaggerated? How many mosques 
"rere there in that city? (1: P. 451-473; 5: P. 332-363.) 
1.1-3. How di d the Moslems s-oend their l eisure time? What kinds of s-ports 
did they have? Did women participate in any kind of sports? What was an 
indoor past time of the aristocracy? (1: P. 451-473.) 
41 ~ . It is said that al-Ra.shid Is wife Zubayd?.h p!"esented him With 
ten maidens, one of whom became the mother of al-MSlllun and another of 
al~Muta.sim. How do you account for that? (1: P. 237-254; 5: P. 297-317.) 
45. How many eunuche were housed in the palace of Muqtadir? How many 
slave girls did Mutawakkil receive, as a present, from one of his 
generals? Bow m~v slave girls did he have in his palace? (5: P. 332-363. 
46. How extensive was the international trade of the Arabs at the 
time of the A.bbasids? Name some bfg trade cneters of the empire. Were 
there any merchants from the Dhimmis? (2: 2: Chapter IV; 5: P. 332-363.) 
47. What ty-pes of ind·l:s try fio_urished in the Abbasid days? Where did 
the Arabs manufacture paper? Did they have any other place to manufacture 
paper later on when the demand was great? (1: P. 455-456; 5: P. 245-255.) 
1~8. Did the Arabs, in general, like a.gricul ture? i'lhy or why not? 
Did the caliphfs lcx::ation at :Baghdad provoke his encouragement to 
agriculture? Who of the caliphs constructed canals between the Tigris 
and Euphrates? Was it an easy job for him to do? (2: 2: Chapter IV; 5: 
p. 3l+0-345.) 
49. vlhat was the main occupation of the Christians all over the 
Abbasid Empire? Was the occupation imposed upon them? vlas it to their 
advantage or disadvantage? Were the Moslems ever jealous of the prosperous 
Christian or Jew? Ac?ount for the.t. (1: P. 321-323; 7: P. 99-135.) 
50. How did. tll...e Arabie tongue conquer the native languages of the 
subjugated peoples? '\'las it any easier to give up their language than their 
!)Olitioal or relig5.ous loyalties? How do you account for that? (4: P. 34-
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51; 5: P. 169-178~ 2: 1: Cha:oter X.) 
51. Name and diseuss some of the Mosl~n sects. Did those sects 
disagree on religious is8ues as well as political ones? What are the 
two major sects? What are the basic belief's of each? (5: P. 429...4:0.,.,) 
52. Who were the Q.armatians? Did they effect some resl problem to 
the caliphate? Discuss. Cen you think of some underground movements at 
that time? (5: P. 450-461; 1: P. 298-300; 8: P. 336-367.) 
53 .. i'lhen was the rosary introduced to Islam? Is it a common ritual 
among the Moslems of today? What does the number of beads in the rosary 
represent? (7~ P. 135-167.) 
54. Which of the two previous Moslem dynasties do you prefer? Give 
the reasons for your answer. 
Optional Related. Activities: 
!!:_. Oral Reports: 
1. Describe the battle of Siffin, showing briefly how Muawiyah was 
saved. 
2. Name some great men u-pon whom MumdyP..h depe11ded and tell in \\'hat 
way did they help him. 
3. Prepare a three minute talk about the loyalty of the Syrians to 
the Umayyads. 
4. Describe the life of the Moslems at the time of the Umayyade, 
showing the change that took place. 
5. Describe the be.ttle of Karbula and the death of al-Husayn. 
6. Introduce to the class the founder of the Abbasid dynasty. 
1. Describe Baghdad at the time of the Abbaeid. 
8. Report on the relation of the Abba~ids to the Prophet. 
9. Report on the intel:!e ctual groups in the caliphl s palace. 
10. Describe the time in Arab history when they had three caliphs at 
the same time in three different places. 
11. Report on the struggle, for the cali~phate, between the sons of 
Harun al-Ra.shid. 
12. Compare the Umayyad caliphs with the Abbasid ones. 
B. Written Reports: 
1. The life at the palace of al-Walid. 
2. The use of liq_uar s at the days of Hi sham and the rest of the 
Umayyad dynasty after him. 
3. The end of the Umayyads. 
4. Describe the postal system that was started at the d~ys of 
Muawiyah. 
5. How Yazid, son of Mua\<Jiyah, became the caliph. 
6. Choose any Umayyad caliph that you like most and write a brief 
report about him. 
1. Describe the naval power of the Um~yyads. 
8. The queer character of Muawiyah II. 
9. The palace of Harun al-Rashid. 
10. The caliuh 1 s interest in education. 
1 1 . The life of Nizam al...Mulk. 
12. The Golden Age of the Moslems. 
13. Compare tbe Abbasid palace with the Umayyad palace. 
14. Compare t he Abbasid society with the Umayyad society. 
15. The life of al~aroun. 
16. The Arab interest in Greek cultural heritage. 
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Q. I l lustrative Activities: 
1. Draw a ma.p of the Umayyad world at it e height. 
2. Draw an original cartoon of the life in the late t~ayyad. palace. 
3. Draw originBl cartoons of some of the following aspects of 
Abbasid life. 
a. Harun-al-Rashid with his vizir visiting people at night 
suddenly. 
b. Al~amun discussing philosop~ in his intellectual circles. 
c. The Harem at the palace of Ha.run-al-Rashid .. 
d. Eunuchs serving the caliph liquors. 
e. The caliph visiting the city. 
~. Draw the map of the Abbasid empire. 
~· Poetry and Legends: 
1. Bring to class some pc;>ems of Umayyad time. 
2. Cite some legends concerning caliph' e gift! to poets. 
3. Bring to class some legends of any kind concerning Umayyad life. 
4. Recite some poetry of caliph al-Mamun. 
5. Tell the story of his slave girl who wrote poetry. · 
6. Make a list of the famous poets at the Abbasid period. 
7. Bring to class as many legends as you can about the lif~ in 
Baghdad. 
S. Describe the relation between al-Mamun a~d. Aristotle. 
!· Oral E£_ Written: 
Prepare a three to five minute floor report, or a written report, on 
any of the following: 
1 • .Arab conquest of Spain. 
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2. Umayyad caliphate in Spain. 
3. The march of the Umayyad generru. from Cordova to Damascus. 
l+. Arab conquest in north A.frica. 
5. The position of woman under the Umayyads • . 
6. The interest of Muawiyah in history. 
7. Umayyad architecture. 
8. Re~sons for Umeyyad success. 
9. Reasons for Umayyad downfall. 
10. Abbasid ~1oman. 
11. Rise of the Abbasid dynasty. 
12. Arab social classes during the Abbasi d period. 
13. Foreign policy of Abbasid government. 
14. Rele.tion between Ha.run-el-Rashid and Charlemagne. 
15. Moslem schools of thought. 
16. The Saljuks. 
17. The destruction of :Baghdad by the Monguls. 
18. The rise of the Ottoman Empire. 
19. The Moslem Sophies. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE IDTIT--INTELLECTUAt ASPECTS OF LIFE UNDER THill T\vO DTITASTIES 
General Statement of the ~: 
A nation itself might disappear; old Greeks, Egyptians, :Babylonians, 
Rnd :Byzantines are examples. :B'.lt the influen.ce of t .he dead nations u-pon 
others would remain. Our ancestry has transmitted to us a large library 
that could not be found anywhere else. All that we need to do is to delve 
into the multitude of valuable books, and it is guaranteed that t.,re shall 
find it well worth the eff ort. It is to be said with pride that the 
so-called DP..rk .Ages held no blackout for the Arabic speaking peoples and 
Moslem lands. Throughout a large part of that period the torch of 
culture and enlightenment was kept afl ame from the confines of China in 
the east, through west Asia, north Africa end southwestern EtiTope, to the 
shores of the Atlantic Ocean. Moslems were making contributions of greater 
or less significance to science, uhilosophy, art And literature. :Between 
the. midd.le of the eighth end the early part of the t <•Telfth century the 
Arabic speaking :peoplet'l held the in tel lectt'-al SU:prem~:~.cy throughout the 
civilized world. "The Arabs, 11 in the words of one great oriental 1st. 
11 le.id the basis of that canon of knowledge which lay at the bottom of the 
modern European Renaisse.nce."l 
1 0eler, Evolution of Modern Medic.fne, introduct.ion. 
The writer thinks that without this unit the study of Arabic history 
•:rould be . lacking a great dea.l. 
Delimitation of the Unit: 
1. The terms 11 Arabi~.n Meclicine, 11 "Arab Philosophy11 and "Arab 
Mathematics" are ba~ic to an understanding of Arab civilization. 
2. The Arabs 11 laid the basis of that canon of knowledge \<h ich ley at 
the bottom of the modern European Renaissance." 
3. Inspit e of the fact that the l-1:oslems have many sects and 
philosophical groups yet they all interpret the Koran in the same way. 
4- . The number of early Arabic books deel ing \d th hunting, tr apping, 
end f alconry testify to the interest of the Arabs in these s:portsw 
5. The .Arab historlogra:ph.v was a result of the desire of the early 
caliphs to know about the kings and rulers before their time. 
6. The rationalistic tendencies of caliph al-Mamun led him to the 
phi1osophical works of the Greeks in order to justif y his 'POsition that 
religious texts should agree with the judgement of reason. 
7. The Arab interest in knowledge and philosophy took place while 
Europe \';as almost totally ignorP..nt of Gre ek thought and science. 
8 . There are a,s many Moslem school s of :phUosophy as there are Mosl em 
sects. 
9. In building their civilization the Arabs utili zed the cultural 
heritage of the ancient Greeks, Persians, Indians and Egyptians, as well 
as the talents of the subject peoples including many Christians and Jews. 
10. Some of the great contributors to Moslem thought are: a1-Kind1., 
al-Farabi, ibn Sina, ibn Rushd, al-Zahrawi and al-Razi. 
11. The life and contributi ons of al ... GhazM,li are a good example for 
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Arab ed:nca.tors. 
12. The Abbasid and Umayyad woman enjoyed full liberty and was the 
exact equal of man, even in the var i.ous fields of science and scientific 
research. 
13. The attempt that the Islamic religion made to abolish slavery from 
the Arable society was not successful in the Islamic history. 
J.L~ . Uma.r-a,l-Khayyam, who is kno\'m primarily as a. poet, represents the 
age of astronomical research at its hi ghee:t in Arab civilization. 
15. The present as the past Arabic societies use the Indian numbers 
and not the Arabic numbers tr~t the west uses. 
16. Education in the early Islamic society was not carried out in a 
systematic way"' but the mosques in almost all Moslem towns served as 
important educational centers. 
17. The Cairo university of al - Azhar, which was started early in the 
eleventh century by the Shiah, is considered. to be the oldest university 
in the world. 
list of Probable Indirect and Incidental Les rning Products: 
!• Indirect Learning Products: 
1. An appreciation of the effort that the l•toslem caliphs ptLt in 
encouraging people to translate Greek books. 
2. An attitude of respect for those who undertook the job of 
translating those greP-.t works. 
3. An ideal in life directed toward contribution of any kind and 
thus being an effective element in one's own society. 
4. The desire to know as many l anguages as possible, especially with 
the aim of translating great works of the -past end present. 
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B. Incidental Lea.rning Products: 
1. The development of the skill of correct scientific research as 
preparatory for college. 
2. The knowledge of how to look in the library for correct 
information. 
The .Unit Assignment: 
Intro ducte!Y Activities: 
The author plans to rea.d ~.n essay of his about Arab contribution 
to civilization in class as an intro duction to the unit about the 
intellectual aspects of life under the two ~ynasties. HowevP-r, in case 
someone else teaches this unit, it would be advisable to choose one of 
the following ways: 
1. Ask the pupils to bring to class some old Arabic manuscripts. By 
showing it to class the teacher \'lould be conc erned in telling the student 
how the Arabs started writing books end that lee.ds to the discussion of 
the unit proper. In case the students c.'l.o not he.ve the manuscript, the 
teE>.cher should pick some from the school library which has many of them. 
2. Anno~ce to the class a we ek in advance that they shall be 
discus ~ing the unit on the intellectual aspects of life under the two 
dynast i es, and ask them to prepare the following lists: 
a. Moslem historiographers. 
b. Moslem philosophers. 
c. Moslem musicians. 
d. Moslem scientists. 
e. Moslem e.stronomers. 
It is not necessary that all students prepare all the lists. Every 
five of them will be required to :prepa.re one of the above lists. At 
the day of discussing the unit, reaqing of those lists would take pla.ce 
and teacher wou~d give his comments, and the unit will follow that 
directly. 
Core Activities: 
1. Discuss the factors that hindered intellectual research at the 
opening of the Umayyad period. What do we mean when we speak of such 
terms as 11 .tu-abicn Medicine, 11 or 11 .Arab Philosophy" or "-tu'ah Mathemat ics? 11 
(2: 2: III; 5: P. 363-408.) 
2. What factors initiated the Arab desire to do linguistic research? 
Describe two centers of linguistic research. (5: P. 123~128; 7: P. 1-36.) 
3. In vhat way did the Roman law and the Talmud affect Umayyad 
legislation? Are there other sources upon vlhich the Arabs depended to 
establish their cultural heritage? (2: 2: Chapter III; 5: P. 224-280.) 
t~ . How did Arab historiography sta,rt? Who was the first caliph to 
encourage the •writing of history? What was his procedure in doing so? 
(1: P. 70-81; 5: P. 189~199.) 
5. Name and discuss some distinguished story-tellers. Did any of 
them write history? Comment. (5: P. 189-199.) 
6. In what way did St. John of Damascus help Arab histor ians? Name 
some of his disciples snd evaluate their achievements. (5: P. 245-?46 .) 
7. Who were the Kha.riji tes? '"'ere they respected by other Moslem 
sects? Did they influence history l·Jriting in any way? Discuss. ( 5: P. 
178-189.) 
8. What is the main difference between the Sunnah and Shiah? Row ie 
caliph Ali related to these two groups? (1: P. 49-54; 5: P. 17S-lg9 .) 
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9. '\'/hy did oratory spread during the Ume,yya,d :period? For wh e.t 
l)urposes was oratory used? (5: P. 2Ll0-279.) 
10. When did political poetry first appear? Who were some of the 
most famous :poets of love? (2: 2: Chapter III.) 
11. Where did, the Arabs edtmate their sons? ~lhen did the first Arab 
school start? ifuo started it? What did the Arabs ca.ll the teacher? 'Vla.s 
the teacher respected? (5: P. 408-416.) 
12. Discuss the main difference, as the Arabs saw it, between the 
science of religion and physical science. (5: P. 363-408.) 
13. When did Jabir flou~ish? What branches of science did he 
specialize in? Did he contribute to scientific research? Name some of 
his students and discuss their contributions. (2: 2: Chapter III.) 
14. What was the main type of architecture in '1-Jhich the Arabs 
specialized? Did religion influence architecture? Illustrate. (4: P. 55~ 
65; 6: P. 407-end.) 
15. What musical instruments did the Arabs UBe at the time of the 
Umayyads? Do such instruments still exist in Arab society? (5: P. 371-
372.) 
16. Describe intellectual l ife soon after the Abbasid caliphate was 
established. What did Harun-al-Rashid do to encourage education? Was he 
successful? Discuss. (1: P. 237-254; 2: 2: Chapter III.) 
17 .. What w·as the influence of the Indian Sindhind on Moslem 
i ntellectual life? What \'las the Sindhind and what was its relation with 
al-Fazari? (5: P. 307, 373, and 37g; 1: P. 261-287.) 
18. What were the Persian contri buticne to Arab cul ture.l life? ~''hat 
other sources were of significance in Arab intellectuaJ. :progress? (1: P. 
( 
451-1!73; 2: 2: Chapter III.) 
19. In what ways did Hunayn ihn-Isha.q hel:p Arabic culture? Name some 
of his students and their basic works. In what ways did he differ f r om 
the famous Thabit ihn-Q,urrah? (1: P. 261-2~7; 5: P. 363-liOS.) 
20. Can you draw a cl ear line betwe en the Arabic period of t r anslation 
and that of original '\trork? Were any of the Moslem translators also 
contributors? (1: P. 261-287; 5: P. 363-40S.) 
21 . Of what extraction were most of the Moslem medic$~ authors? Name 
some grea.t Moslem works in the :field of medicine. (5: P. 363-4013.) 
22. When did ihn-Sina live? What did t:be Arabs call him? What name 
is given to al~Razi by Europians? (5: P. 363-408.) 
23. What was the Arab conception o:f philosophy? Upon what source did 
the Arabs depend for philosophical research? Who were some Arab 
philosophers? What other fields of knowledge besi des philosophy did 
Moslem philosophers delve into? (5: P. 363-408.) 
24. ~Tho were the ":Brethren of Sincerity 11 in Islam? Did the Abbasid 
caliph approve of them? What were some of th eir contributions? (5: P. 
363- ll OB.) 
25. What instr~ment did Mamun 1 e astronomers improvise to measure the 
length of a terrestrial degree? t1bat was their object? How many miles 
was the length of a meridian degree accor ding to their discovery? (5: P. 
363-408.) 
26. '\'The we.s Umar al-K'.aayye.m? Did he contribute in any other field 
besides poetry? When did he live? (5: P. 363-liOS.) 
27. From '"here <Hd the Arabs import their numerals? '\\'hat was the role 
of al-Fazari in using them? Do the Arabs claim these numbers as their 
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discovery? What kind of numbers do the Arabs use now? (5: P. 363-408.) 
28. Who was the principal figure in the early history of Arabic 
mathematics? What were his major works? (5: P. 363-1.~08.) 
29. How did religion influence the stu~v of geogra~hy in the Islamic 
society? Did the Arabs contribute much to g s ography? Discus~. (3: P. 
231-246; 1: P. 261~287; 2: 2: Ch~~ter III.) 
30. ifuo were the major historians of the Abbasid period? Vvhat does 
the term "isnad~ mean in the wri t:lng of history? How does it differ from 
what modern historians call 11 the scientific method of historical research?" 
( 7: p. 4 7-82. ) 
31. How did the Abbasid historia.ns differ from Umayyad historians? 
1Jame some great historians of the Abbasid period a.nd their major 
contributions. (2: 2: Ch..apter III; 5: P. 363- ~\ 08.) 
32. i'ihat are the four orthodox schools of !slam? Did Mohammad know 
any thing about them? Why do Moslems follow them now? (7: P. 135-167.) 
33. Compare the writings of al-TAbari to those of al-Masudi; then 
show how both differ from ibn-Khaldun. (5: P. 390-391, 567-568. 391-392.) 
34. What was the origin of the Thou f'Jand and One Nights? i<Then 'tJere 
they written? Ho\'1 much reality do you es timate they have? (2: 2: Chapter 
III; 5: P. 240-279.) 
35. How does the Abbasid poetry differ from that of previous Arab 
periods? Name some famous p oets of the l ate Abbasid p eriod. (1: P. 444 ... 
h51; 5: p. 363-370.) 
36. Describe the Abbasid school. i1'ha.t were some of th~ subjects 
t~mght at those schools? ~lho wae the Muadctib? Did the Abbe.eids have an.-v 
institution for higher educE~.tion? (5: P . l-L08-416.) 
37. Who was a,l-Gha.zzali? · What d~.d the Moslems call him? To \llhat 
great institution \'le.s he later attached? Describe it. (1: P. 308-320; 
8: P. 313-336.) 
38. Deecribe the genereJ. level of culture of the Abbasid society. 
Did the Arabs he.ve public libre.ries? If they did, who ran them? (1: P. 
451-473; 5: P. 363_li08.) 
39. Who built a.l-Azhar? Of what service was this institution to the 
Shieh sect of Islam? How did it compare with al-Nizamiyyah of Baghdad? 
(1: P. 308w320; 8: P. 313-336; 1: P. 613-616.) 
Optional Related Activities: 
A. Oral Reports: 
1. Report on the Christian foundation of Isl8ro. 
2. The preeent Kuttab and its resemblance to early Moslem schools. 
3 .. Cite come probe.ble experiences you might have ha.d among the 
Shiah in Baghdad. 
l~ . Tell a. story about Jabir ibn.:.oHayyan. 
5. Tell the life story of the great !·1oslem musici an. 
6. Describe the Moslem's pilgrimage to Mecca. 
7• Lecture on one of the famous Arab translators. 
~. Written Re~orts: 
1. The life and contribution of i~~-Sina. 
2. The · compilation of the Hadit h. 
3. Influence of R."'.dith on the writtng of Islamic history. 
4. Prepare a list of the '!.'lorks of t=~J. -Ghazza.li '~lith a brief re:port 
of his life._ 
5. Write an editorial for the school newspa:oer which 't'dll -oromote 
. .. ~ 
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strai ght thinking among your !'lchoolmates as to the differences between 
Sunnah and Shiah. 
6. Interview a relative of yours who had been educated at al-Azhar 
and report on the way those peo~le get their education. 
7. Describe the J:Tizemiya.lJ. of :Baghdad at the time of ru...:Ghazza1 i 1 s 
:presidency. 
Q• Illustrative Aotivit:l.es: 
1. Draw a map of the Islamic world at the zenith of Umayyad :power. 
Compare it with the map of the Abbasid empire. 
2. Draw an original cartoon dealing with Moslem astronomers using 
the Isturlab. 
3. Draw an original cartoon of the Abbasid public baths. 
4. Draw the map of the Umayyad caliphate in Spain. 
5. :Bring to class maga~ines articles of value to this unit. 
]. Poetry anc'l. I.egends: 
1. Select a few poems about the palaces of Alhambra. 
2. Prepare a list of famous poets throughout Umftyyad and Abbasid 
pP.riods. 
3. Tell the traditional story the.t the Shiah believe concern ing the 
disappearance of the twelfth Imam. 
4. Tell some stories about Safa :Brothers. 
!· ~ ~Written: 
1. Imagine yourself liv:l.ng at the palace of Hisham; tell U.F.l •N'hat 
you ;o~ould be doing. 
2. Prepare a five minute floor report, or a written report, about the 
drE~Jnatic eacape of Abdulrahmen to Spain. 
il 
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3. Report on the political parties of Spain at the time of the 
Arab conquest. 
4. Descr~.be the Jewish role in the Arab conquest of Spain. 
5. AJ. ... Mamun 1 s interest in educa.tion. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE: 'UNIT--DISMEMJ3ERH~iT OF THE CALIPHATE 
General Statement of the Unit: 
In his Decline of the West, Oswald Spengler described the 
historical cycle whereby nations grow, matu~e, influence, decay, ~nd 
then clie. It was not unusual for the Arabs, who started in the desert and 
achieved the highest levels that any civilized nation could reach, to 
disintegrate and disa~pear from the stage of human civilization. 
The Arab caliphs indulged in their luxuries leaving the responsibility 
to rule for Persian vizirs and Turkish army generals. Soon those 
a.mbi tious foreigners separated from the central government e.nd established 
themselves in independent states. In Spain as in Egypt there were 
indeuendent caliphs trying hard to destroy the Baghdad ca.liphate. Persia 
was always revolting. The Turke insisted on revolting whenever the 
opnortu.'llity occurred. 'Ylhat was of more significance, the crusades came 
over to save the Holy Lands from the hands of the infidels. Not only 
that, but also the Arabs themselves were divided into antagonistic sects 
and parties. Thus came the natural time for the sick old man to die and. 
he did., leaving that great world empire and its cultural heritage to the 
mercy of the Ottoman Turks who, if they represented anything, were the 
I 
epitome of corru;ption and ba.d rule. 
four hundred years over the Arabs. 
Those people \'lere destined to rule for 
II 
I' 
II 
Delimit ation of the Unit: 
1. The feith in God alone led the Arabs toward glory and conq_uest. 
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It was only \'Then they deserted God that the Arabs lost their integrity 
es a strong nation. 
2. The Arab invasion in Spain marked the beginni ng of the Arab failu~e. 
3. Roads and means of transport ation are essential to the 
maintenance of strong armies. 
4. The Fatimids in Eg~rpt represent ·a great blow on the solidartty 
of the Mo slem caliphate. 
5. The externa~ factors that brought about the downfall of the 
empire were significant, but even more effective were the internal 
disturbances and dissatisfactions. 
6. The knowledge of the Moslem history in Spain, \dth s~ecial 
emphasis on the cultural :phese and the i nt ellectual contributions~ is 
essential for an adv;mced stud.ent in Arab his tory. 
7. Si cily, as a transmitter af Moslem culture, might claim for itself 
a pl ace next in importance to that of Spain and higher than that of Syr ia. 
in the period of the crusades . 
8 . The crusades, as the Arabs _seem them, differ to a great degree 
from the picture as shown in European histor y books. 
9. The Ma.mluks could have brought about another unification of the 
lvioslem Empire under the Abbasid caliph had it not been for the coming of 
the Ottoman Turks wbo became caliphs in 1453 A. D. in Constantinopl e . 
10 . It 11:as in the ninth century that the ivest ats.rted to be afraid 
of the East and thus attem~ted, all the time to check eastern progress. 
11. The crusades marked the real destruction of the power of the 
Moslem caJ.i~hs. 
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12. The Saljuks brought about a temporary solidarity of the Moslem 
Emnire, but the sick person was ready to die irrespective of all 
medicines. 
13. The height of the educational contributions at the time of the 
Saljuks was represented by the works of vi zir Nizam-al-'l.l:ulk. 
14. By the year 920 A. D. the power of the caliph at Baghdad had so 
diminished that it l-IaS hArdly felt even in his capital city. 
15. The year 1253 A. D. brought about the fall of Baghdad by the 
coming of Hulagu to it. 
16. At a time the hold of the Moslems over Italy was so firm that Pope 
John VIII ( 872-g82) payed tribute for two years. 
17. The Egyntian valley never had a sovereign power, after the 
Pharoahs, until the coming of the Fatimid dynasty. 
lB. Unlike other caliphates the Fatimid in Egypt was based on religious 
foundl3.tion; the caliphs themselves were descendents of the Prophet. 
19. The end of the crusades wa.s brought about b;r the Mamluks who were 
a dynasty of slaves i.n Egypt • 
. List of Probable Indirect and Incidental Learning Products: 
A. Indirect Learning Product: 
1. An ideal that unity in purpose and cooperation ar~ the paths to 
success; divergence in aims and degeneration of chara.cter leE~.d one to 
failure. 
2. An appreciation of the spirit of chivalry that prevailed during 
the crusad.es. 
3. ~~ attitude of due. resnect for the S2ljuks who maint ained the 
unity of the Abbasid empire. 
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~· Incidental Learning Products: 
1. The development of the skill of remembering important dates in 
history. 
2. The knowledge of how to preach what one believes in. 
The Unit Assignment: 
Introc.uctory Activities: 
To 1.ntroduce this "Lmit to the class the te r'!.cher 'trill plan, in 
advance, with the students to prepare essays on the following petty 
dynasties. 
1. The Idrisids. 
2. The Aghlabid~. 
3. The Tulunids. 
4. The Ikhshirris. 
5. The Hamd.an:tds. 
Every five students of the twenty five in the cla.ss will prepare a. joint 
essay, complete freedom being given to them to combine in doing the 
research. The lectures will be read by the students in class the day on 
which the discus~ion about the dismembarment of the cali:phatA will take 
place. Reading those lectures in class will start the discussion of the 
unit proper. 
It '"ou1d be an excellent idea for the teacher to recommend the book, 
Crusades in the East, by Stevenson,l and ask the students, before hand, to 
prenare s~~aries of the book whiCh will be read in class the day in 
111. B. Steven son, The Crusad.es in the East, Cambridge, 1907. 
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which this unit will be discussed.. The crusades are an import1:1nt factor 
in the dismemberment of the caliphate. 
A lecture about the Moslem sects prepared by the tee.cher and read in 
class would be a good intro0uction to this ,xnit. 
Core Activities: 
1. l'lhen did. the Arabs inva0.e Spain? Account for the establishment 
of an Umayyad dynasty in Spain. How long did the Arabs st~ in Spain 1 
(1: P. 111~120 and 162.) 
2. What other parts of the Abbasid. empire were independent from the 
central ca.linhate? i'Tho were the Ikhshidids? ifhere did they establish 
themselves? (1: P. 332-357; 5: P. 461-4s4.) 
3. Do you consider the Tah:l.rids as a real danger to the empire? 
~·lhat '"'as Tahirfs rel e.tion with celi-ph a.l-Mamtm? Row large a Sultanide 
did the Tahirids have? (5: P. h61-4Bl.L. ) 
4. ~~at other Sultanids, beside the Hamdanids, were established in 
Mesopotamia? How loyal were the Harnda.n1.ds to the caliph in Baghdad? 
~That was their relation t o the Saffarids? (2: 2: Chapter IV; 8: P. 336-401. 
him a:·.::: :::~::a:•a:o:fd::-t::::-:::::hi~i:::.:-:::hc::::::::?~point 1
1
' 
(8: P. 336-4ol.) 
6. iiho rescued the caliphate from catastrophe? 1'lhere did those 
people come from? Name some of their great J.eaders . (1: P. 308-320; 8: 
P. 313-336.) 
7. ifuat improvements on the Abbasid way of life did Nizam al-Mulk 
introduce? i~~t was his relation with the famous al-Ghazzali? (1: P. 308-
320; 8: P. 313-336.) 
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8. vihen was the first crusade? v/ho lea.d the Chri stiens at the time 
of the first crusade? Describe the power of the pope at that time. 
(1: P. 323-332.) 
9. '\llho \'Jas Chingiz Khan? i'lhat did he do to the caliphate at 
Baghdad? l'lhat did Hul ago do? ( 5: P. ~ g4_l-f9 3. ) 
10 . Discuss the external E~nd interne,l f actors that brought s,bout the 
dovmfall of the Abbasid emph·e. (5: P. 450-461; 8: P. 367.)+01.) 
11. i'lhen did the Ottomans take over the caliphate a.'ld how? Discus s 
their relation wi th the Mem1uks of Egypt. (8: P. 367-401.) 
12. '\llhy \'t M it so easy for the Arabs to conquer Spain? i'lho wa.s the 
Arab general that crossed the strait between Morocco and Spain? Account 
for the tradi tion of caning the Arabs in S:Pain l-1oors . When did the 
Arabs finally leave Spain ~nd how? (1: I'. 108; 2: 2: Chapter X; 4: P. 
q4-122 . ) 
13. Row deep into France did the Arabs penetrate? Who checked them 
and when? Was Spain the only part of Europe that the Arabs occupied? 
14. How did the Arabs treat the Christians in Spa.in? i'l'hom (Ud the 
Arabs call Muwalladun? Did tb.e Moslems force the S:pBl1iarde to accept 
Islam? ( 1: P. 117-120; 5: li-93-505.) 
15. Who was the first ~!oslem calir-·h in Spain? What was his ca:pit al 
city? i'ihen was th.e caliphate of Spain established? ( 2; 2: Chapter II; 
4: P. 94-122.) 
16. Did the government in the Wes tern caliphate differ from that of 
the Eastern? Describe the political set-up of S~ain under the Arabs. 
(5: P., 493-505.) 
17. Account for the p ride that an Arab feels when he speaks of the 
p eriod of the Arab caliphate in Spain? (1: P. 474-480~ 543.) 
18. ~rl'ha.t things did the Arabs introd.uce to Europe during their stay 
in Spain? Did the Islamic world profit by establishing a caliphate in 
Spain? (1: P. 474-480; 5: P. 493-505.) 
19. Account for the downfall of the Arab caliphate in S!)ain. (2: 2: 
Chapter II; 5: P. 500-505.) 
20. it/hen did the Arabs conquer Sicily? What did they call it? To 
whom did it belong before the Arabs t ook it over? (1: P. 584w587.) 
21,. Who \\las the Pope who :payed tribute to the Arabs for tv:o years? 
Account for that. (5: 602-617.) 
22. When and how did the Arabs erose the Alps? How deep into mid-
Europe did the Arabs go? (5: P. 602-617.) 
23. Describe the joint rule over Sicily by the Arabs and the 
Normans. (5: P. 602-617.) 
24. Discuss the significance of Sicily in being a. bridge for 
introducing the Arab civilization to Europe. (1: P. 581!- 587.) 
25. Who were the Fatimids? Where did they establish their 
cal iphate? Why? In what way did they differ from all other Moslem 
dynasties? (1: P. 600, 613-616; 2: 2: Cha:pter II.) 
26. For how long did the Fatimid caliphate last? Who was res~onsible 
for the Fa.timid downfall? What was their relation with the crusad.er 
Discuss. (5: P. 617-625 and 633-659 .) 
27. From where did the Saljuks come? Who was their leader? What were 
their contacts with the crusa4es? (1: P. 308-320; S: P. 313-336.) 
28. When did the OhristiP.ns capture Jerusalem? Who was the first 
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-crusading king of Jerusalem? For how long did his kingdom la.st? 
(6: P. 333-337.) 
29. When did Saladin come into the picture? Discuee his relation 
with the crusade~. When did the .battle of Hittin take plfl.ce? What was 
the significance of that battle? (5: 633-659; 6: P. 81-107.) 
30. How did the East benefit from the West through the crusades? 
Did the West achieve anything by their religious cE~.mpaigns in the Holy 
La.?J.de? Discuss the military tactics that both used during those wars. 
(5: Pa 633-659; 6: P. 81-107.) 
31. Who was Shajar-al-Durr? Discuss her role in the current 
politics at the time. How did her life end? (5: P. 671 ... 672.) 
32. How did the Arabs respond to the establishment cf the Ottome.n 
caliphate? Where was the seat of the caliphate? What offices in the 
Ottomen government were opened to the Arabs? For how long did the 
Ottomans rule o~er the Arab World? (5: P. 671-683, 478J1- 79 e.nd 702; 
8: P. 367-401..) 
Optional Related Activities: 
!• Oral Renorts: 
1. Recite the words that Tariq spoke to his men as they started 
their fighting in Spain. 
2. Cite some examples of tribal feuds to show their effectiveness in 
causing the downfall of the Umeyyad. dynasty. 
3. Describe the martyrdom of the Umayyad family by the Abbasids. 
4. Describe the battle of Tours in France. 
5. Name the Arab dynasties that interchanged the position of caliphs 
in Spain. 
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6. Describe the Umayyad mosque in Damascus. 
~. Written Reports: 
1. The services that the Saljuks rendered to the Abbasid caliphate. 
2. Write an editorial, for . the school newspaper, on the fall of the 
Abbasid empire. 
3. Give the re~sons for the establiF-hment of the Ottoman caliphate 
in Istanbul. 
~ . Prepare a list of the petty dynasties within the Abbasid state. 
5. List the Fatimid reasons for building the mosque of al-Azhar. 
Q. Illustrative Activities: 
1. Draw a map of the Fatimid caliphate in Egypt. 
2. Draw an original cartoon dealing with some aspects of the last 
days of the Abbasids such a.s the following: 
e_. Life in the pelace. 
b. The war between Cross and Crescent. 
c. Saladin healing Richard the Lion-Heart. 
d. Shajar al-Durr in golden chains. 
e. Holagu entering Baghdad. 
E· Poetry and Legends: 
1. Bring to class famous poems dealing with the sorrow resulting 
from the Arab expulsion from Spain. 
2. Tell some stories of the chivalry, during the crusades, between 
Arabs and Europeans. 
3. Compose a poem about the ba.ttle of Hittin. 
4. Select your favorite poem from the works of al-Mutanabbi. 
5. Memorize ten lines from Rubayyat al-Khayyan. 
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!· Oral and Written: 
Prepare a three to five minute floor report, or a written report, 
on any , of the following: 
1. Life of Muse. ihn-l:Tusayr .• 
2. The circle of Sayf al~Dawlah. 
3. Arab conquest in Italy. 
4. Sicily under Arab rule. 
5. The end of the Arab caliphate. 
!• Miscellaneous: 
1. Bring to class magazine articles of value to this unit. 
2. Describe the Arab intellectual life in Spain. 
3. Report on the influence of the Arabs on EuroP,e through crusading 
Syria. 
4. Prepare a brief report on the Christian kings of Jerusalem. 
6o 
CHAPTER VII 
EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES 
Eva.luation must begin with teacher observation of pupil attitudes 
during discussion. S:nce the objective of this unit is to achieve some 
understanding of the history of the Arabs., obviously a test of under-
standing is useful evaluative activity. 
The author has constructed a test of understanding which, he ho~e s, 
i'lill be a. valid instrument to measure the students achi evements, a.."1d to 
satisfy the purpose of the writer. 
Directions for administration of test: 
1. Have the students seat themselves in alternate seats. 
2. Distribute to each row the number of test booklets required 
for th~.t ro\>:. 
3. Eneourage the pupils to attempt to answer every item. 
4. All items count the same. 
5. Explain the type of test that is being given. 
6. Allow them to ask questions before proceeding. 
7. Make sure that they have ~encils in working order. 
S. Explain to students that there will be no questions a1lO\'led 
after the test has begun. 
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SHAF.ARI SCHOOL 
Name 
Final Examination, History of the Arabs 
General Directions 
This examination has been divided into the following four parts: 
I. True-False questions. 
II. Best answer questions. 
III. Matching questions. 
IV. Essay questions. 
The test has been designed to permit most students to complete it in 
the two hours allotted. Plan not to spend more than 30 minutes on Part 
IV. 
In the ca.se of the true and false questions answer all of them. 
Your score will be the total number you get right. 
Part I - True- False 
Directions: If statement is true, place the letter (T) in the space 
provided for your answer. If it is false, in ,,·hole or in part, place the 
letter (F) in the space. 
___ L The Mal:..lcan period ended with the Hijrah which elso marked the 
beginning of the Madinese period. 
---
2., The Isl8111ie eal iphe.te l'ras abolished only in 1924, by the Kemaliet I 
'l''tU'kS in Oonsta.ntinople. 
---
3. Khalid 1 s march to Dame.scus was :-planned for him by the rest of the 
Arab generals-. 
• 
=====1f=====================================k===~--~ 
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4. Hitti thinks that the nomA.d, as a type, is today what J:>.e was 
yesterdey -snd "'hat he will be tomorrow. 
5. Mobamme.d w·es born in 570 A. D. 
6. The Moslems today worship the Bla~k Stone of Al-Kabba in Mecca. 
7. Mohammad's f ather was the first man to be converted to Islam. 
B. The monotheism in pre-Islamic }~abia was not entirely of the 
Christian type. 
9. Judaism flourished in Medina end various other places in Arabia 
before and after Mohammad. 
___ 10. Mohanunad was educa.ted in a mona.stary in Syria. 
---
11. The Moslem Pro-phet received. tbe first revele.ticn when he was 
forty years old. 
---
12. The Koran is the source of aJ.l Islamic tea.chings and the basis 
of the whole religious and social life of M:oslems. 
---
13. It is not necessary that all Moslems admit without question the 
i.nsupere.bility of the Koran. 
---
1u. Mohammad, as the Koran tells us, was inspired by the Holy 
Ghost, whom He held to be an angel. 
---
15. The revelation was always imparted in complete chapters. 
___ 16* The style of the Koran differs very much according to the 
periods of the Pro-phet 1 s life at t•rh ic h the revelation ~qas 
received. 
---
---
---
---
---
17. The present arrangement of the chapters of the Koran is quite 
artificic-1. 
lB. It was Abu Bakre who charged Zayd ibn Thabit to collect the 
sacred te:r.t w 
19. Islam is the religion of submission to the Will of God. 
20. Islamic fe.ith involves beiief in God 1 s Unity, His Angels, Hie 
Books, His Messenger~. The La,st Day, and The Act of Goo. 
21. Th e worst and only unpardonable sin in Islam is joining other 
Gods with the one true God. (Allah). 
22. Almsgiving in Islam consists of 10% of one' e yeArly income. 
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___ 23. Za.ka.h •:1as collected through regula.r officials responsible to a 
centre.l treasury. 
---
---
---
24. Fasting the month of Ramadan is not essential in the Islamic 
fa,ith. 
25. Every Moslem is su~posed to undertake a holy visit to Mecca 
irrespective of his financi al ability. 
26. The founder of elgebra was Al-'h."b.uv;arizmi. 
27. Al-Razi in 923 A. D. was the first to distinguish scientifically 
between measles and smallpox . 
25 . It wa.s Ser~etus a.nd not the Arab ibn Nafis who discovered the 
pulmonary circulation of the blood. 
29. The philo~onhical school of the Rushd flourished in Paris until 
-- the 16th Century A. D. 
30. The Koran la,ys do\lm the doctrine of the unity of mankind 
--- centered around the fatherhood of God. 
---
31. A Moslem is forbidd.en to marry a. non..J-l:oslem "roman. 
___ 32 .. A Moslem king or prince can not marry a poor \<loman or vice verea.
1 
33. Worn~_ , in Islam, does not have equal rights with man. 
---
- - -
34. Islam maintains a. broa.dminded spirit and tolerance towards the 
peoples of all religions. 
---
35 • . A. non--Moslem woman has to become a. Moslem before she can marry 
a. Moslem. 
---
36. The Arabs belong to the Caucasian branch of the human family. 
---
37. Turks and Persians share the same origin with the Arabs. 
38. The term Arab a:pul ies to a.1l Chri stians and Mosleme who 1 ive in I 
--- the Arab co1mtries of the Midd~e East. 
---
39. Such co1.mtries a.s Syria,, Morocco, or Eg:\'-pt have a separate 
nationality from the Arabic nationality. 
---
40. The conquest of Egyp t by the Arabs falls .._.Ii thin the period of 
systematic campaigning rather than casual r ai ding. 
---
41.. The Arabs burned the great Ptolemaic Library in Alexandria. 
because they were ignorant of the value of knowledge. 
42. 11 My position "Vlill then be that of one who holds the cow by 
--- its two horns while another milks it, 11 was the E>.nswer of Amr 
to Uthman when the latter asked him to stay in Egypt. 
---
43. In his constitution Umar made his starting ~oint the theory 
that in the peninsula itRelf none but the Moslem religion 
should ever be tolerated. 
44. Under the constitution of Umar the Arabian Moslems were allowed 
--- to hold or cultivate lend.s out side the :peninsula • . 
---
45. Differentiation between the hTo forms of taxation implied. in 
jizyah and kharaj existed ever since the days of Mohammad 
himself. 
---
l~ 6. The cali~hate was a religious as well as s. political office in 
Islam. 
47. The Shiah make less of the caliphate and more of the imamate 
--- which they confine to the family of Ali. 
___ 48. Muawiyah was proclaimed caliph at Jerusalem in A. D. 661. 
---
49. Muawiyah was the first caliph in Islam who proclaimed his son 
as his succes sor. 
____ 50. It is safe to assume that present Damascus has not much changed 
its general tone of life and character since its days as the 
Umayyad canital. 
51. Sabians, who professed a revealed religion, shared with 
---- Christians and Jews the privilege of being Dhimmis in the 
I sla.mic sta.t e. 
52. Christian lore and. Greek thought were introduced to the Umeyyad 
--- by St. John of Damascus. 
53. According to s. Hadith, Mohammad is said to _ha.ve declared the 
---- musical instrument to be the devi1 1 s muezzin, serving to call 
men to his worship. 
----
54. The Saljuks were most responsible for the downfall of the Abbasid 
empire. 
Part II - Best Answer 
Directions: Choose the ~ alternative which you think af!ords the best 
answer and write its number i n the space provided. 
----
1. Those who welcomed Mohammad to ~ledina at the incident of the 
Rejireh were called; 
a. Mohajirin, b. Ansar, c. Murtaddin, d. Muwalladun. 
2. Moslems are supposed to pray: 
a. Once a day, b. Twice, c. Three times, d. Five. 
3. Almsgiving requires that each Moslem :pa,y to the central 
treasury: 
e .• 2~% of his income, b. 5%. c. 7~%, d., 10%. 
4. The rebellions against both Ali and Muawiyah were called.: 
a. Ikhwan-al-Safa, b. Kbarijites, c. Mutazilites, d., Sophies. 
5. The harem systen was not fully instituted in Islam until the 
time of: 
a . Ye.zid, b., Walid II, c. Hisham, d,. Muawiyah II. 
6. The Shiah built Al-Azhar in C~iro mainly: 
a . To educate the :public, b. As a rival of Nizamiyyah et 
Baghdad, c. To perpetuate their name in Islamic history, 
d. For the pe.o~le to pray in. 
7. The Abbasid caliph who bunt Baghdad in 762 was: 
a. A.1..Mansur, b. Al-Saffah, c • . A.l-Re.shid, d. Al-Mamun. 
8. Harun-al-Rashid killed the ]armakids because: 
a. They w·ere too ambitlous, b. They were not Moslems , 
c. They killed his son, d. He feared their growing power. 
9. The man credited with being the firs t in Islam to introduce 
the use of lamps in the mosqu~s during the month of Ramadan 
was called: 
a. Al-Fadl-ibn-Barmak, b. Jafar-ibn-Yahya, c. Al-Mam.un, 
d. Thabit-ibn-Kurrah. 
10. The first Abba.sid caliph to resume the holy \<Jar against the 
:Byzant ines was: 
a. Al-Mahdi., b. Al-Hadi, c. Mutasim, d. Al ... Rashid 
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11. The first astronomical contribution of the Moslems was a result 
of: 
a. Moslem search for sea routes, b. the translation of th~ 
Sindhind treatise, e. the need for a Moslem calendar, 
a_. their love to know about the stars. 
12. The most vital of all foreign influences in Arab life was: 
a. Indian mysticism, b~ Greek wisdom, c. Hellenism, 
d. Persian literature. 
13. The head of the pol~.ce department in the Abbasid government was 
--- called: 
---
------
---
---
a. Haroi-ru-Diyar, b. Sahib-al-Shurtah, c. Hafid-al-Salam, 
d. Al-Moqa.ddam .• 
14. The postal services in the Abbasid government were: 
a. restricted for army use, b. free for all membere of the 
Abbasid society, c. limited for the use by the palace, 
d. restricted for the use of the Abbasid government. 
15. The intelligence service in Baghdad was started in the days of: 
a. Al.J.fansur, b. Al._l..l:utawakkil, c. Al-Raehid, d. Al-Mamun. 
16. The system of strict seclusion and absolute segregation of the 
sexes was introdm ed into the Arabic society throvgh: 
a. the Salju.ke, b • .A.1-.Aghlabid.s , c. the Buwayhids, a_. the 
Me.mluks. 
17. The favourite indoor pastime of the Abbasid aristocra.cy we.s: 
a. dice, b. drinking liquors, c. l istening to music~ 
d. playing chess. 
____ lg. The agricul tural class in the Arabic society was mainly 
composed of: 
a. sl~es, b. Dhimmis, c. Persian Moslems, c. Arabs. 
---
19. The greatest name in the history of Arab music was: 
a. ... ~1-Klndi, b ,. Al-Farabi, c. Sallamah, d. Hababah. 
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20. To the Arabs philosophy was: 
a., knowledge of the t~ ce.use of things as they really are, 
b. a. journey in the realm of the unknown to discover it, 
c. search for the essence of existence, d. Met&ph.ytlical 
science based on human reason. 
Part III - Matching 
Directions: In the space provided in front of each item in the left hand 
column ind~.cate the letter of the item in the right hand column to which 
it is related. Right hand column items may be used more than once. 
1. Khitat a. Ne.sir-1- Khusraw 
2. Sefer Nameh b. Muarri 
3. Kitah al-Heyawan c. 1-faqrizi 
4. Tahafut-aJ.. ... Fal asifeh d,. Ghazzali 
5. Bay?..n:...wat-Tabyin e. Ibn-Khal d1,1n 
6. Luzumiyat f. Jahiz 
7. Fat iha.t a1-tn um 
8. Mugs.dd.amah 
9. Ihya Ulum al-Din 
10. Ki tab al ... Ibar 
11. Risalat-a1-Ghufren 
1. Al ... Kharijites a .• Siffin 
2 . Hust:ey"n b. .1\lha.mbra 
3. Spain c. Yarmuk 
4. 11 .Amr i bn-a.l-A s d • fuo.JUadan 17th 
5- Saladin e. Karbula. 
7. 7. Zein al-.Abidin f. Hit tin 
s. Ali ibn Abi Talib 
0 Abu Ubaydah 
..1• 
10. Crusade£! 
11. Buno sl-Abmar 
12. Khalid ibn-a1-1tialid 
1. Spain B .• Dhimmis 
2. Opium b. Muwalladun 
3. North Arabians c. Cleys 
4. Sabians d .• Yamsn 
5. Europeans e. Assasins 
6. South Arabians f. Ansar 
7. Christians 
13. Ss1adin 
9. Jews 
10. Hejirah 
1. ~lafayat ... a.l-A;van a. Mubarrad 
2. Mujam-al-Ud.aba b. Ibn-al-Nadim 
}. Agha:ni c. Ibn ... Sina 
4 .. Ki tab a1- Shifa d. Ibn Khillikan 
5. Mu.j am-e.l.-Bul dan e. Yaqut 
6. A1-Fihrist f. Isfahani 
(. Al-Qanun-fi-al-Tibb 
g_ Jo.l .... Kamil 
-1. SOO A.D. a.. Mohammad 
2. 112}-. ..l+ A. D. b. Ghazzali 
3. 632 A. D. c. Ha.run-al-Rashid 
4. 622 A.D. d. Ni zam-al.J..1ulk 
5. 1111 A.D. e. Abdulmajld II 
6. 1071~ ... 5 A* D. 
7. 105S A.D. 
s. 1924 A.D. 
Part IV - Essay ~uestions 
Directions: Indicate the main points (be brief) in answering~ of the 
following questions: 
.L Row do you justify Mua'IIIiyah in his uprisal against Ali.? 
2 . Describe the dralllB.tic escape of Abd-al-Rahnia.n to Spain. 
3. Imagine y ourself in. Ali ' s pos:t tion after the battle of Siffin. 
u 
• 
What else other than what he did could you have done? 
Compare the Are.bs today with those of the ea.rly Abbasid period • 
How do you account for the bE!.ckwarclness of the present Arabs? 
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